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Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions
used in the IOS Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these conventions as follows:
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■■

Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally as shown. In
actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).

■■

Italic indicates arguments for which you supply actual values.

■■

Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■■

Square brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

■■

Braces ({ }) indicate a required choice.

■■

Braces within brackets ([{ }]) indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Introduction
With the recent changes to the Cisco exam certifications, a professional-level certification is now more accessible than ever before. Within each Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) track there now exists a single core exam and multiple concentration
exams. To obtain a full CCNP Collaboration certification, one must pass the core exam
and one concentration exam of choice within the CCNP Collaboration track. There are
no longer CCNA prerequisites for the CCNP-level exams, and the CCNP concentration
exams can be taken as standalone exams. For CCNP concentration exams, upon successful completion, a specialist certification is awarded. This added flexibility means that
aspiring network engineers can tailor their learning and study habits specifically to what
is directly required by their current position, company, or desired subject area. Furthermore, the core exam for each CCNP track now stands as the qualifying exam for the
CCIE practical lab. Cisco professional certifications will continue to be an important
part of the computing industry for many years to come.

Goals and Methods
The primary goal of this book is to help you pass the CLACCM (300-815) exam. With
that in mind, we wanted to provide a Cisco Press publication that goes beyond what the
exam blueprint details. After all, call routing and device mobility are very large parts of
any Cisco Unified Communications network engineer’s day-to-day operations. As you
continue your Cisco collaboration journey, you will see that the topics covered in this
book are relevant to many other features and integrations in the Cisco Unified CM product portfolio. This book is filled with Cisco best practices and deep dives into topics that
will help network engineers day in and day out. This book has been written to a level
that is accessible to a newcomer but continues to a level of knowledge that justifies keeping this book around as a reference even after you have passed your CCNP certification
exam.
This book does not ask you to simply memorize topics in order to pass the exam. Instead,
it explores the topics fully to provide a complete understanding of the subject at hand.
We know that not every reader will be able to get hands-on lab experience before taking the exam. We therefore provide many hand-crafted figures illustrating scenarios and
UI components. We also provide real-world relevant examples of output from CLI show
commands, CLI debug commands, and trace/log files that are annotated and discussed at
length within the text. These log examples serve two purposes. First, these examples help
drive home the topics covered through actual call samples and log analysis. Second, these
examples help you become familiar with some of the relevant snippets from working logs
that you will one day leverage for on-the-job troubleshooting.

Who Should Read This Book?
This book is written for Cisco collaboration engineers who want to tremendously
increase their chances of passing the CLACCM (300-815) CCNP Collaboration concentration exam. Whether you are taking this exam as a standalone exam for the specialist
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certification, as part of a larger CCNP Collaboration journey, or even as part of a CCIE
Collaboration journey, you can use this book to learn the information you need to know
along with the technical depth required to implement, administer, and troubleshoot in
real-world scenarios.

Strategies for Exam Preparation
There is no blanket strategy for exam preparation or for taking Cisco exams. The strategy you use depends on your level of existing knowledge about the topics at hand. For
example, somebody who has been working with collaboration products for a few years
might need to simply skim through the VoIP protocols chapters because on-the-job training and experience have provided a great foundation. Those who are new to the topics
should review the VoIP protocols a few times to gain a full understanding of the topics
described there. We highly encourage you not to entirely omit any topic area from your
studies. Each chapter provides notes, tidbits, and information that might be new to you,
and you may even learn about things you didn’t know are possible.
Regardless of the strategy you use or the background you have, this book is designed to
help you pass the exam in the least amount of time. Several book features will help you
gain the confidence you need to be convinced that you know some material already and
to also help you determine what topics you need to study more.

The Companion Website for Online Content Review
All the electronic review elements, as well as other electronic components of the book,
exist on this book’s companion website. To access the companion website, start by establishing a login at www.ciscopress.com and registering your book. To do so, simply go
to www.ciscopress.com/register and enter the ISBN of the print book: 9780136575542.
After you have registered your book, go to your account page and click the Registered
Products tab. From there, click the Access Bonus Content link to get access to the book’s
companion website.
Note that if you buy the Premium edition eBook and Practice Test version of this book
from Cisco Press, your book will automatically be registered on your account page. Simply go to your account page, click the Registered Products tab, and select Access Bonus
Content to access the book’s companion website.

How to Access the Pearson Test Prep Practice
Test Software
You have two options for installing and using the Pearson Test Prep practice test software: a web app and a desktop app. To use the Pearson Test Prep application, start by
finding the access code that comes with the book. You can find the code in these ways:
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■■

Print book: Look in the cardboard sleeve in the back of the book for a piece of
paper with your book’s unique access code.

■■

Premium edition: If you purchase the Premium edition eBook and Practice Test
directly from the Cisco Press website, the code will be populated on your account
page after purchase. Just log in at www.ciscopress.com, click Account to see details
of your account, and click the Digital Purchases tab.

■■

Amazon Kindle: For those who purchase a Kindle edition from Amazon, the access
code will be supplied directly by Amazon.

■■

Other bookseller eBooks: Note that if you purchase an eBook version from any
other source, the practice test is not included because other vendors to date have not
chosen to vend the required unique access code.

NOTE Do not lose the access code because it is the only means with which you can
access the QA content with the book.
Once you have the access code, to find instructions about both the Pearson Test Prep
web app and the desktop app, follow these steps:
Step 1.

Open this book’s companion website.

Step 2.

Click the Practice Exams button.

Step 3.

Follow the instructions listed there for installing the desktop app and for
using the web app.

If you want to use the web app only at this point, navigate to www.pearsontestprep.com,
establish a free login if you do not already have one, and register this book’s practice tests
using the access code you just found. The process should take only a couple of minutes.
NOTE Amazon eBook (Kindle) customers: It is easy to miss Amazon’s email that lists
your Pearson Test Prep access code. Soon after you purchase the Kindle eBook, Amazon
should send an email. However, the email uses very generic text and makes no specific
mention of PTP or practice exams. To find your code, read every email from Amazon
after you purchase the book. Also do the usual checks for ensuring your email arrives, like
checking your spam folder.
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NOTE Other eBook customers: As of the time of publication, only the publisher and
Amazon supply Pearson Test Prep access codes when you purchase their eBook editions of
this book.

How This Book Is Organized
Although this book can be read cover-to-cover, it is designed to be flexible and allow
you to easily move between chapters and sections of chapters to read just the material
that you need to get to know better. Where required, forward and reverse references are
included to extend and tie topics into large discussions.
At first glance, the chapters may seem long—and some of them are—but the book needs
to fully explore the topics at hand. No expense was spared in terms of the content covered for each topic. Because there is no CCNA prerequisite for this exam, the content of
this book both provides introductory knowledge and builds on that foundation by discussing the intermediate to advanced topics related to each blueprint item.
The following list provides an at-a-glance summary of the chapters:
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■■

Chapter 1, “Introduction to Unified Collaboration and Dial Plans”: This chapter
provides a crash course in Cisco Unified CM architecture, components, and products. In addition, it features a discussion about dial plan design, using a globalized
dial plan as an example.

■■

Chapter 2, “VoIP Protocols: SIP and H.323”: This chapter provides a vendorneutral protocol analysis of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), Session Description
Protocol (SDP), and H.323 components such as H.225 and H.245. The foundational
content of this chapter is leveraged in many other chapters throughout the book.

■■

Chapter 3, “VoIP Protocols: RTP, RTCP, and DTMF Relay”: This chapter discusses
the protocols used for transporting real-time data such as audio and video media
across an IP network. This chapter analyzes Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) and
Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP), along with different types of DTMF
relay methods used by endpoints to convey digit information over audio streams,
RTP, SIP, and H.323.

■■

Chapter 4, “Unified CM Call Routing and Digit Manipulation”: This chapter provides an in-depth explanation of Unified CM pattern matching, transformations, and
masks. You will gain an understanding of device selection and the logical grouping
concepts related to calling search spaces (CSS) and partitions. Dial plan elements
such as tail-end hop off (TEHO) and intercluster Global Dial Plan Replication (GDPR)
are discussed. The chapter ends with valuable dial plan troubleshooting steps, using
various Cisco tools.
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■■

Chapter 5, “Unified CM SIP Trunk Configuration”: This chapter discusses Unified
CM SIP trunking configuration, verification, and troubleshooting. It discusses general configurations as well as many advanced SIP trunk features and settings to provide insight into why you would enable or disable specific settings and features for a
particular deployment or integration.

■■

Chapter 6, “Unified CM Call Control Features”: This chapter discusses media
resources, with a focus on the many conferencing resources available in Cisco collaboration deployments. Furthermore, the chapter discusses supplementary features such as call park and call pickup, along with regions, codec preference, and
call admission control in Unified CM.

■■

Chapter 7, “Unified CM Mobility”: This chapter discusses the configuration,
verification, and troubleshooting of Unified CM mobility, which can be broadly
broken down into three key areas: unified mobility, extension mobility, and device
mobility.

■■

Chapter 8, “CUBE Call Routing and Digit Manipulation”: This chapter provides
an in-depth explanation of IOS, IOS XE, and CUBE call routing topics, including
call legs, call flows, inbound/outbound dial peer matching, and application signaling and media binding. The chapter also discusses various digit, header, and URI
manipulation techniques.

■■

Chapter 9, “CUBE Interworking Features”: This chapter examines how CUBE
performs SIP–SIP interworking as a back-to-back user agent (B2BUA) for sessions
between Unified CM, SIP service providers, and other third-party SIP call control systems. This chapter discusses both initial call setup and mid-call signaling
transactions, such as hold, resume, transfer, session refresh, and other generic session updates. This chapter also examines additional topics such as SIP toll fraud
authentication on CUBE, service provider authentication, and CUBE media interworking and troubleshooting.

■■

Chapter 10, “Unified CME and SRST”: This chapter discusses the initial configuration of Unified CME on IOS and IOS XE gateways to facilitate SIP IP phone
registration. In addition, this chapter discusses advanced features such as voice
hunt groups, multicast paging, and call park. Finally, it provides an overview of
SRST with Unified CM.

Exam Topics
The questions on each certification exam are a closely guarded secret. However,
Cisco has published exam blueprints that list which topics you must know to successfully complete the exam. Table I-1 lists the blueprint topics along with references to
the book chapter or chapters where you can find more information about each topic.
These are the same topics you should be proficient in when designing and implementing Cisco Unified CM networks in the real world. Note that some topics are discussed
in multiple chapters as they pertain to specific devices and their configurations for
specific protocols.
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Table I-1

CCNP CLACCM 300-815 Exam Topics and Chapter References

Exam Topic

Chapter(s) in Which Topic
Is Covered

1.1 Troubleshoot these elements of a SIP conversation

2, 5, 6, 9

1.1.a Early media

2, 5, 9

1.1.b PRACK

9

1.1.c Mid-call signaling (hold/resume, call transfer,
conferencing)

2, 6, 9

1.1.d Session timers

5, 9

1.1.e UPDATE

2, 9

1.2 Troubleshoot these H.323 protocol elements

2, 3, 9

1.2.a DTMF

3, 9

1.2.b Call set up and tear down

2, 9

1.3 Troubleshoot media establishment

3, 5, 6, 9

2.1 Configure Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Express for SIP phone registration

10

2.2 Configure Cisco Unified CME dial plans

10

2.3 Implement toll fraud prevention

10

2.4 Configure these advanced Cisco Unified CME features

10

2.4.a Hunt groups

10

2.4.b Call park

10

2.4.c Paging

10

2.5 Configure SIP SRST gateway

10

3.1 Configure these Cisco Unified Border Element dial plan
elements

8, 9

3.1.a DTMF

3, 9

3.1.b Voice translation rules and profiles

8

3.1.c Codec preference list

9

3.1.d Dial peers

8

3.1.e Header and SDP manipulation with SIP profiles

8

3.1.f Signaling and media bindings

8

3.2 Troubleshoot these Cisco Unified Border Element dial
plan elements

8, 9

3.2.a DTMF

3, 9

3.2.b Voice translation rules and profiles

8

3.2.c Codec preference list

9

3.2.d Dial peers

8

3.2.e Header and SDP manipulation with SIP profiles

8

3.2.f Signaling and media bindings

8

4.1 Configure these globalized call routing elements in
Cisco Unified Communications Manager

4, 5
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Exam Topic

Chapter(s) in Which Topic
Is Covered

4.1.a Translation patterns

4

4.1.b Route patterns

4

4.1.c SIP route patterns

4

4.1.d Transformation patterns

4

4.1.e Standard local route group

4

4.1.f TEHO

4

4.1.g SIP trunking

5

4.2 Troubleshoot these globalized call routing elements in
Cisco Unified Communications Manager

4, 5

4.2.a Translation patterns

4

4.2.b Route patterns

4

4.2.c SIP route patterns

4

4.2.d Transformation patterns

4

4.2.e Standard local route group

4

4.2.f TEHO

4

4.2.g SIP trunking

5

5.1 Troubleshoot Call Admission Control (exclude RSVP)

6

5.2 Configure ILS, URI synchronization, and GDPR

4

5.3 Configure hunt groups

4

5.4 Configure call queuing

4

5.5 Configure time of day routing

4

5.6 Configure supplementary functions

6

5.6.a Call park

6

5.6.b Meet-me

6

5.6.c Call pick-up

6

6.1 Configure Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Mobility

7

6.1.a Unified Mobility

7

6.1.b Extension Mobility

7

6.1.c Device Mobility

7

6.2 Troubleshoot Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Mobility

7

6.2.a Unified Mobility

7

6.2.b Extension Mobility

7

6.2.c Device Mobility

7

Each version of the exam can have topics that emphasize different functions or features,
and some topics can be rather broad and generalized. The goal of this book is to provide
the most comprehensive coverage to ensure that you are well prepared for the exam.
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Although some chapters might not address specific exam topics, they provide a foundation that is necessary for a clear understanding of important topics. Your short-term goal
might be to pass this exam, but your long-term goal should be to become a qualified
CCNP collaboration engineer.
It is important to understand that this book is a static reference, whereas the exam topics
are dynamic. Cisco can and does change the topics covered on certification exams often.
This book should not be your only reference when preparing for the certification exam.
You can find a wealth of information at Cisco.com that covers each topic in great detail.
If you think you need more detailed information on a specific topic, read the Cisco documentation that focuses on that topic.
NOTE As CCNP Collaboration technologies continue to evolve, Cisco reserves the
right to change the exam topics without notice. Although you can refer to the list of exam
topics in Table I-1, always check Cisco.com to verify the actual list of topics to ensure that
you are prepared before taking the exam. You can view the current exam topics on any
current Cisco certification exam by visiting https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/s/
claccm-exam-topics. Note also that, if needed, Cisco Press might post additional preparatory content on the web page associated with this book at www.ciscopress.com/
title/9780136575542. It’s a good idea to check the website a couple of weeks before
taking your exam to be sure that you have up-to-date content.

Figure Credit
Figure 3-6, screenshot of Wireshark ptime example © Wireshark
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CHAPTER 2

VoIP Protocols: SIP and H.323
This chapter includes the following main topics:
Overview of SIP: This section provides a brief history of SIP and describes its functional
components, the different methods commonly used in SIP, and the process by which a
call is set up and torn down.
Introduction to SDP: This section examines Session Description Protocol (SDP)
fundamentals and describes the offer/answer framework.
Overview of H.323: This section covers H.323 basics, including the various components
typically included in H.323 networks and the flow for a typical H.323 call.
This chapter covers the following CLACCM 300-815 exam topics:
■■

■■

1.1 Troubleshoot these elements of a SIP conversation
■■

1.1.a Early media

■■

1.1.c Mid-call signaling (hold/resume, call transfer, conferencing)

■■

1.1.e UPDATE

1.2 Troubleshoot these H.323 protocol elements
■■

■■

1.2.b Call set up and tear down

1.3 Troubleshoot media establishment

The field of communications has come a very long way since the introduction of the telephone in the 1800s by Alexander Graham Bell. Voice over IP (VoIP) traces its roots back to
as early as the 1920s, when the first advancement in reproducing speech electronically and
transmitting it over long distances was made. Decades later, in 1974, a significant milestone
was achieved when the first voice datagram was transmitted over ARPANET, the precursor
to the Internet. The year 1974 also saw another significant milestone in the history of the
Internet: the introduction of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which would revolutionize the way information was transmitted over the Internet. Experiments carried out in subsequent years adequately demonstrated the need to develop a more flexible protocol for the
transmission of real-time traffic classes. This led to the introduction of User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which has gone on to become the default transport layer protocol for real-time
applications.
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The next big leap in the world of real-time communications occurred in 1995, when an
Israeli company by the name of VocalTec pioneered the first widely available Internet phone.
At that time, it was possible to make calls between two such phones over the Internet, but
speech quality, reliability of connection establishment, and the overall user experience
were huge hindrances in preventing VoIP technology from becoming the next big wave in
telecommunications.
However, transmitting real-time traffic, like voice and video, over the Internet at a fraction
of the cost incurred in circuit-switched networks was such an exciting prospect that equipment manufacturers could not abandon it. The introduction of broadband Internet, with
its always-on capability, greatly improved connection reliability, voice quality, and the user
experience. This seemed to be the inflection point at which VoIP went mainstream, as corporations realized the immense cost benefits associated with this technology. Consequently,
equipment manufacturers invested significant amounts of money and time in developing
product lines with an abundance of features and customization options.
Over the next couple years, standards organizations such as the International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) took up the task of developing and publishing standards related to
VoIP. These standards have become the backbone protocols and enablers on which modern,
real-time communications infrastructures operate today.
The two most significant signaling protocols used for real-time communications are Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) and H.323. The ITU-T first standardized the H.323 suite of protocols, which is used to define how multimedia sessions are established. Just a few years later,
the IETF began standardizing a competing signaling protocol for VoIP: SIP. It’s worth noting that one of the most powerful design elements of SIP was its maximum reuse of existing Internet standards, such as Domain Name System (DNS), Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), Session Description Protocol (SDP), and Transport Layer Security (TLS). This made
it easier for SIP to be deployed and integrated into existing environments while also allowing
vendors to reuse these other protocols in their SIP applications.
While H.323 admittedly has a few advantages over SIP, it was the easily consumable HTTPlike text-based approach of SIP and its flexibility, extensibility, and ease of implementation
that won out. Thus, SIP has become the de facto signaling protocol for real-time multimedia
communications today. For this reason, we have a very brief introduction to H.323 in this
chapter but spend more time on the SIP signaling protocol and its use of SDP to describe
and negotiate multimedia sessions.

“Do I Know This Already?” Quiz
The “Do I Know This Already?” quiz allows you to assess whether you should read the entire
chapter. If you miss no more than one of these self-assessment questions, you might want to
move ahead to the “Exam Preparation Tasks” section of the chapter. Table 2-1 lists the major
headings in this chapter and the “Do I Know This Already?” quiz questions related to the
material in each of those sections to help you assess your knowledge of these specific areas.
The answers to the “Do I Know This Already?” quiz appear in Appendix A, “Answers to the
‘Do I Know This Already?’ Quiz Questions.”
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Table 2-1

“Do I Know This Already?” Foundation Topics Section-to-Question Mapping

Foundation Topics Section

Questions

Overview of SIP

1–3

Introduction to SDP

4–6

Overview of H.323

7–9

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

9780136575542_BOOK.indb 30

Which of the following devices involves colocated UAC and UAS functionality for the
forwarding and processing of SIP requests?
a.

SIP proxy

b.

Registrar server

c.

Redirect server

d.

B2BUA

e.

Location server

Which of the following messages are server error final responses? (Choose two.)
a.

404 Not Found

b.

503 Service Unavailable

c.

488 Unacceptable Media

d.

301 Moved Temporarily

e.

500 Internal Server Error

Which headers are required for a SIP INVITE request? (Choose two.)
a.

Call-ID

b.

Expires

c.

Remote-Party-ID

d.

Session-ID

e.

Contact

In an early offer call, which two SIP messages carry the SDP message body?
(Choose two.)
a.

INVITE

b.

100 Trying

c.

200 OK

d.

ACK

e.

BYE

Which media codecs require the a=rtpmap SDP attribute due to the use of dynamic
payload numbers? (Choose two.)
a.

G711ulaw

b.

G711alaw

c.

OPUS

d.

H.264

e.

G.729
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6.

7.

8.

9.

31

Which SIP request can be used to update an existing media session between two user
agents? (Choose two.)
a.

INVITE

b.

PRACK

c.

UPDATE

d.

REGISTER

e.

OPTIONS

2

Which H.323 protocol performs the media negotiation during session establishment?
a.

H.225

b.

H.245

c.

H.450

d.

H.264

What H.225 TCP port is used to establish non-secure signaling?
a.

1719

b.

1720

c.

1721

d.

5060

e.

5061

With which of the following is H.245 negotiated before the call connects?
a.

Slow start

b.

Fast start

c.

Early offer

d.

Delayed offer

Foundation Topics
Overview of SIP
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) forms the backbone of modern real-time communication
networks. Over the years, SIP has been enhanced a great deal to include several use cases
that make it a very robust multipurpose communication protocol. The following sections
provide a brief overview of SIP.

Brief Introduction to and History of SIP
The SIP communications protocol is used for session setup, modification, and teardown.
It is an application layer protocol that incorporates many elements of Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SIP is modular in design and
can work in concert with many other protocols that are required to set up and support
communication sessions, including the following:
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■■

Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)

■■

Session Description Protocol (SDP)

■■

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
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SIP was originally designed by Mark Handley, Henning Schulzrinne, Eve Schooler, and Jonathan Rosenberg in 1996, and it was standardized in 1999 as RFC 2543. The version of SIP
standardized in RFC 2543 was 1.0. At the time of this writing, the current SIP version is 2.0,
standardized as RFC 3261.

SIP Operation
SIP works on the request/response framework and mirrors a model similar to HTTP, where
there is a client/server exchange. A node that generates the request is called a user agent
client (UAC), and a node that processes the request and sends out at least one response
is called a user agent server (UAS). The concepts of a SIP transaction and a SIP dialog
characterize the interaction between the UACs and UASs. A SIP transaction consists of a
single request and all responses to that request, which may include zero or more provisional
responses (1XX) and one or more final responses (2XX, 3XX, 4XX, 5XX, 6XX). A SIP dialog is a peer-to-peer relationship between user agents that exists for some time.
A single SIP dialog can include multiple SIP transactions. A transaction consists of a single
request and the response(s) to that request. Figure 2-1 shows a few of these messages and
an example of the SIP dialog with multiple transactions. The first transaction in this figure,
known as the INVITE transaction, forms the SIP three-way handshake observed in many SIP
dialogs.
UAS

UAC

INVITE
Transaction 1
200 OK
ACK

Transaction ACK

SIP Dialog
Session Established

BYE
Transaction 2
200 OK

Figure 2-1
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The following events occur in Transaction 1 in this example:
1.

The UAC sends an INVITE message to the UAS in an attempt to establish a session.

2.

The UAS sends a 200 OK response, which accepts the INVITE message for the session.

3.

The UAC needs to acknowledge the 200 OK message for the INVITE transaction,
which is done via an ACK request message. (Note that this message is only observed
during the INVITE transaction.)

2

At this point, the session is established, and it continues until one participant decides to end
the session. When that occurs, a second transaction is created, consisting of the following
events:
1.

Session teardown occurs, with a BYE message sent by one participant (in this case, the
originating UAC).

2.

The UAS accepts the BYE for session teardown and replies by sending a 200 OK.

NOTE 1XX messages, which are optional, are omitted from Figure 2-1. Similarly, the type
of session (for example, audio, video) being established is omitted to keep the example
simple.
SIP commonly uses TCP or UDP as the transport protocol. For devices such as call agents,
voice gateways, SIP proxies, and session border controllers (SBCs) that typically handle several SIP sessions simultaneously, the transport layer protocol is usually UDP. Establishing
and maintaining a connection involves significantly more overhead with TCP than with UDP.
However, when SIP sessions need to traverse communication links that are prone to errors,
such as packet drops, it is better to use TCP as the transport layer protocol. Port number
5060 is typically used for SIP over UDP or TCP.
SIP messages exchanged between UACs and UASs carry a lot of information that could be
misused if it fell into the hands of an attacker. For example, a SIP INVITE carries information that could reveal details of the network topology, the nature of the device originating
or servicing the request, and details of the media stream(s), such as the IP addresses and port
numbers. This is especially problematic when communication sessions span open networks.
To prevent such attacks, it is possible to secure SIP signaling by using Transport Layer Security (TLS). The port number used for SIP over TLS is 5061.
Resources on a SIP network are identified by a uniform resource identifier (URI), which
takes the following generic format:
sip:username:password@host:port
If the port is not specified, it defaults to 5060. For secure SIP transmission over TLS, an s
may be added to the end of sip to make it sips:
sips:username:password@host:port
Note that the sips URI is not required when using TLS, and many implementations use SIP
over TLS with the sip URI. As with a non-secure sip URI, if the port is not specified, a
default port is used. In this case, however, the default port is 5061 instead of 5060.
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SIP devices are referred to as user agents and can be devices such as IP phones, call servers,
fax servers, gateways, and SBCs. The originator of a SIP request is called a UAC, and a device
that processes the request is called a UAS. SIP includes several functional components, and
interactions between user agents in real-world scenarios are in most cases more complex than
generic client/server transactions. In order to understand the core tenets of SIP operation,
you need to understand the following functional components of SIP:
■■

SIP proxy: A SIP proxy is a device that is capable of performing call routing, authentication, authorization, address resolution, loop detection, and load balancing. A
SIP proxy can be stateless or stateful; the fundamental difference between the two
is whether they are aware of SIP transactions. A SIP transaction consists of a single
request and all responses to that request, which may include zero or more provisional
responses (1XX) and one or more final responses.
A stateful proxy becomes aware of the state of a SIP transaction by creating a server transaction, a client transaction, and a response context. By being transaction aware, the proxy
is capable of forking requests, retransmitting requests, and generating messages by itself.
For example, a stateful SIP proxy can generate a SIP CANCEL message to all entities still
processing a forked request after a final response has already been received.
Stateless proxies, on the other hand, do not maintain transaction state; they transparently forward requests from the client to the server, and they send responses in the
reverse direction. Once a request or a response is forwarded to the intended recipient,
all details or transaction context of the message is purged. Consequently, stateless
proxies cannot fork requests, retransmit requests, or generate messages on their own.
Proxies do not manipulate SIP message headers such as To, From, Call-ID, and so on.
They do, however, include a Via header and a Record-Route header, and they decrement the Max-Forwards header value by one.

■■

Redirect server: A redirect server is a server that provides location services to user
agents or proxies by replying to requests with the location or route to the host that
ultimately services the request. This is desirable in situations where there is a need to
build highly scalable servers that do not participate in a SIP transaction but simply
help the proxy or user agent reach the host by sending a single message. Redirect servers reply to requests with a 3XX response in which the Contact header contains the
URI of the location to the host.

■■

Registrar server: A registrar server is a server that accepts registration requests from
user agents and creates a mapping between their address of record (AOR)—the public
identifier of the user agent—and the user agent’s location. Subsequently, this mapping between the user agent AOR and location is indexed and stored in a location
server. Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Unified CM) and Cisco Unified
Communications Manager Express (Cisco Unified CME) act as registrar servers for
Cisco IP phones and other enterprise endpoints. Similarly, Cisco Unified Border
Element (CUBE) may be required to register with a service provider. While Unified
CM is not covered as a registrar server in this book, the topic of configuring Cisco
Unified CME as a registrar server for SIP endpoints is covered in Chapter 10, “Unified
CME and SRST.” Registrar server interactions for a SIP trunk solution with CUBE are
covered in Chapter 9, “CUBE Interworking Features.”
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■■

Location server: A location server contains a mapping between a user agent’s AOR
and location; it does not need to be by a separate physical server and can be physically and logically colocated with the registrar server.

■■

B2BUA: Back-to-back user agents (B2BUAs) are devices that have both UAC and
UAS functionality and are capable of forwarding requests and processing them.
SBCs, such as CUBE, are examples of B2BUAs. Unified CM may also act as a B2BUA.
SIP trunking with Unified CM is covered in Chapter 5, “Unified CM SIP Trunk
Configuration,” and B2BUA operations with CUBE are covered in Chapter 9.
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SIP Methods
SIP messages are transmitted in plaintext. SIP messages can be requests or responses to
requests. Table 2-2 lists SIP requests and describes the purpose of each one.
Table 2-2

SIP Requests

SIP Request

Description

INVITE

A caller sends out this message to request another entity to establish a SIP
session.

ACK

This indicates that the client has received a final response to an INVITE
request.

OPTIONS

This request queries the server for its capabilities.

BYE

This is used by the UAC to indicate to the server that it wishes to terminate
the established SIP session. (Note that this request can be issued by the caller
or the callee.)

CANCEL

This is used to cancel a pending request and can be sent only if the server has
not replied with a final response.

REGISTER

A client uses this message to register the address listed in the To header field
with a SIP registrar server.

PRACK

This provisional acknowledgment is used to ensure that provisional responses
are received reliably. (For more details on this message, see Chapter 9.)

SUBSCRIBE

This creates a subscription for important event notification. (For more details
about this message, see Chapter 3, “VoIP Protocols: RTP, RTCP, and DTMF
Relay.”)

NOTIFY

This notifies the subscriber of the occurrence of an event. (For more details
about this method, see Chapter 3.)

INFO

This allows the exchange of application-level information among
communicating entities. Information is exchanged without affecting the state
of the SIP transaction or dialog.

PUBLISH

This publishes an event to the server.

REFER

This instructs the recipient to contact another entity, using the information
specified in this request. (For more details about this message, see Chapter 9.)

UPDATE

This modifies the state of the session without changing the state of the
dialog. (For more details about this message, see Chapter 9.)

MESSAGE

This transports instant messages using SIP.
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Every SIP transaction begins with a request from a UAC to a UAS. The UAS begins processing the request as soon as it is received. The result of this processing depends on the nature
of the request, the formatting of the request, the state of the server at the time the request
was being serviced, and the general configuration and policies local to the server. In the
case of devices such as SIP proxies, B2BUAs, and voice gateways, the result of processing a
request could depend on downstream devices.
SIP servers are always required to respond with the results of request processing. SIP
responses use the following formatting convention:
■■

The SIP version number (2.0 is the current SIP version number)

■■

A three-digit status code (for example, 404)

■■

A textual description (for example, Not Found)

The three-digit status code is an integer that communicates the outcome of request processing and is used for machine interpretation. The textual description, on the other hand, is for
human observers and is useful in call failure debugging and call record interpretation. The
first digit of the status code indicates the SIP response class; there are six classes in all
(see Table 2-3).
Table 2-3

SIP Response Classes

Class of
Response

Meaning

Type of
Response

1XX

Informational: The request has been received and is being
processed.

Provisional

2XX

Success: The request has been received, understood, and
accepted.

Final

3XX

Redirection: Further action needs to be taken to complete the
request. For example, the UAC needs to contact another server
to process the request.

Final

4XX

Client error: The request contains bad syntax (such as
malformed headers) or could not be fulfilled at the server (for
example, if the server could not find the number referenced in
the requested URI).

Final

5XX

Server error: A server failed to fulfill a valid request.

Final

6XX

Global failure: The request could not be fulfilled at any server.

Final

Breaking Down a SIP Call
Before diving into the details of how a communication session over SIP is established, it is
important to get a sense of how the initiator of a request—the UAC—forms the request and
how the UAS ultimately processes the request. The following subsections take a detailed
look at how SIP requests and responses are created.
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Forming a Request
Standards-based SIP requires that a request contain at least the following header fields:
■■

Request-URI

■■

Via

■■

From

■■

To

■■

Call-ID

■■

Max-Forwards

■■

CSeq

2

Subsequent sections discuss these header fields in more detail, and subsequent chapters
introduce several other header fields used for specific applications. The header fields that
appear in a request can vary depending on the type of request (refer to Table 2-4). For
example, a SIP INVITE request would require additional header fields in comparison to a
SIP REGISTER request.
Example 2-1 illustrates all of the items discussed in this section. This example shows a SIP
INVITE sourced from a Cisco 8865 SIP IP phone acting as a UAC. This INVITE is sent to
Unified CM as the UAS for the call. Here you can see the mandatory SIP header fields, such
Request-URI, along with Via, From, To, Call-ID, Max-Forwards, and CSeq. This example
also shows the required SIP INVITE fields, such as Contact, Allow, Supported, and Accept.
Finally, it shows the optional headers, such as User-Agent, Session-ID, Expires, and RemoteParty-ID. These headers and their usage are covered after Example 2-1.
Example 2-1 Sample SIP INVITE from a Cisco 8865 SIP IP Phone
INVITE sip:2001@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab;user=phone SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 14.50.214.109:49850;branch=z9hG4bK43660dee
From: "+14085557890" <sip:+14085557890@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab>;tag=c4b36abac
To: <sip:2001@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab>
Call-ID: c4b36aba-ca23000e-14159e9e-1b38e718@14.50.214.109
Session-ID: 735c6c0600105000a000c4b36abaca23;remote=00000000000000000000000000000000
Max-Forwards: 70
CSeq: 101 INVITE
Contact: <sip:+14085557890@14.50.214.109:49850;transport=tcp>
Allow: ACK,BYE,CANCEL,INVITE,NOTIFY,OPTIONS,REFER,REGISTER,UPDATE,SUBSCRIBE,INFO
Supported: replaces,join,sdp-anat,norefersub,resource-priority,extended-refer
Accept: application/sdp
User-Agent: Cisco-CP8865/12.7.1
Expires: 180
Remote-Party-ID: "+14085557890" <sip:+14085557890@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab>;
party=calling;id-type=subscriber;privacy=off;screen=yes
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Several mandatory SIP headers appear in all requests:
■■

Request-URI: In general, each resource within a SIP network is identified by a URI,
which is expressed either as a SIP URI or a SIPS URI (SIP Secure URI). Specifically,
within the scope of a SIP request, the Request URI header identifies the resource that
processes the request.

NOTE In real-world networks, there could be several devices between the UAC and UAS,
such as call agents, SIP proxies, and SBCs. While a proxy cannot alter the Request-URI,
devices such as SBCs and call agents can modify and transform the Request-URI, if required
by local policy or configuration.
■■

Via: This header field indicates the transport layer protocol used for exchanging SIP
messages and the location to which responses must be sent. For example, the following Via header field specifies UDP as the transport layer protocol and 10.1.1.1:5060 as
the address/port pair for responses:
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 10.1.1.1:5060;branch=z9hG4bK2D1F9D1C08
Also included in the Via header field is the branch parameter, which serves as an identifier for the SIP transaction created by any request and remains the same from the
perspective of the UAC and the UAS. The branch parameter, which is unique across
space and time, is valid until the termination of a SIP transaction. Subsequent requests
that create new transactions must ensure that they generate new and unique values for
this parameter. When a SIP proxy handles a request, such as a SIP INVITE, it inserts
a Via header field before forwarding the request to the next hop. The next hop could
be another proxy server or the final destination that processes the request. A request
traversing proxies has more than one Via header field value.

■■

From: This header field indicates the logical identity of the user agent that initiates
the request. The From header field carries the identity of the initiator of the request
in the form of a URI. Optionally, this header field can also include the display name
of the initiator. For media sessions established over SIP, the display name in the From
header field serves as a caller ID assertion. Intermediary devices such as SBCs usually
transform the contents of the From header field. This might be required for a myriad
of reasons, such as to enable interoperability across different SIP networks, provide
topology abstraction, or make identity assertions. The From header field must carry a
tag parameter. (The significance of the tag parameter is explained shortly.)

■■

To: This header field usually identifies the logical entity that is supposed to process
the request and is populated using a sip URI/SIPS URI or a tel URI. The logical entity
identified in the To header field may or may not be the actual UAS that processes
the request. In fact, the entity identified in the To header field usually isn’t the one to
process the request when the request traverses several hops. Dialog-creating requests
(such as SIP INVITE) must never carry a tag parameter in the To header field. Instead,
the tag parameter is populated by the user agent that processes the request.
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■■

Call-ID: This header field uniquely identifies all messages that belong to a SIP dialog;
the SIP dialog in turn is uniquely identified by the combination of the Call-ID header,
the From tag, and the To tag. A SIP dialog may contain several SIP transactions. The
Call-ID header field value is created by the UAC and retained in messages sent by the
UAS. The Call-ID must be unique. User agents must ensure that this header field is
generated in such a way to ensure that there isn’t any overlap with the Call-ID field of
another SIP dialog. The Call-ID header field can sometimes carry the IP addressing
information or domain name details of the initiating user agent, which might be undesirable in terms of topology abstraction. SBCs overcome this problem by overwriting
the Call-ID header field value and preventing any internal network topology information from crossing network boundaries.

■■

Max-Forwards: This header field value limits the number of hops a request can traverse before it reaches its final destination. Every node that receives a request either
partially or completely processes a SIP request. Partial processing could include running syntactical checks, adding header fields, or occasionally modifying a request
before it is passed on to the next hop. Complete processing of the request, on the
other hand, involves sending one or more of the six response classes listed in Table 2-3
after processing the request. Every node that partially processes the request decrements the Max-Forwards header field value by one before sending the request to the
next hop. If a request is received at a user agent or a proxy that is not the final destination of the request, an explicit check is run on the value of the Max-Forwards header
field. If it is 0, the request is rejected with a 483 Too Many Hops response. If it is a
nonzero value, it is forwarded to the next hop.

■■

CSeq: This header field is used to order transactions within a dialog. It is formatted as
follows:
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CSeq: <Sequence-Number> <Method>
where <Method> is a SIP request (refer to Table 2-2).
The header fields listed here are required for every type of SIP request. However, additional
header fields might also be required, depending on the type of the SIP method (request).
For example, a SIP INVITE requires additional header fields accompanying the mandatory
header fields to be efficiently processed by the UAS. For SIP INVITE, the following additional header fields are required:
■■
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Contact: This header field provides a SIP or SIPS URI at which the user agent can be
contacted for subsequent requests. For example, consider an audio call that is already
established between a UAC and a UAS. Due to negotiated session policy or application interactions, the UAS might need to send a midsession request to the UAC. To
do so, it uses the SIP or SIPS URI indicated in the Contact header field. Note that
the usage of the Contact header field is not restricted to INVITE requests only. This
header field is also present in responses to the SIP INVITE and other SIP methods,
when applicable.
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■■

Allow: It is recommended that the Allow header field be present within a SIP INVITE.
This header field advertises the different SIP methods that can be invoked on the UAC
within the scope of the dialog initiated by the SIP INVITE request. Parsing the Allow
header field allows a UAS to understand the types of requests that can be sent to the
UAC during the SIP dialog. For example, if the UAS wants to transmit dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) information using the SIP INFO message, it can do so only if the
UAC-advertised support for the SIP INFO message is in the Allow header field of the
INVITE. The following is an example of the Allow header field:
Allow:INVITE,ACK,CANCEL,BYE,REGISTER,REFER,INFO,SUBSCRIBE,
NOTIFY,PRACK,UPDATE,OPTIONS
Although it is recommended for UACs to include the Allow header field in INVITE
requests, there might be instances when this header field isn’t included. In such cases,
the UAS must not assume that the UAC does not support any method; rather, it must
be interpreted as the unwillingness of the UAC to advertise what methods it supports.
The UAS can go ahead and send requests that are required to further advance the communication session; however, if the method is unsupported by the UAC, these requests
are rejected by using the 405 Method Not Allowed response.

■■

Supported: A UAC might use this header field to enumerate the various extensions
to baseline SIP that it supports. A UAS might apply these extensions to baseline SIP
when responding to the request. For example, if the UAC includes the timer extension
in the Supported header field, it advertises support for SIP session refresh. The UAS
might apply this extension to ensure session liveliness, as per the guidelines of RFC
4028. Session timers and session refresh operations are covered in Chapter 9.

■■

Accept: The UAC might include the Accept header field to indicate content types that
are acceptable to it in responses to requests or in new requests within the dialog. This
header field allows user agents to advertise support for various session description
formats.

Although some of the header fields listed here are optional, they are nonetheless universally
supported across device types and vendors for initiating communication sessions over SIP.
The following header fields might be added in SIP INVITE requests (although their exclusion
does not deter the SIP session from proceeding smoothly):
■■

Require: When included in the SIP INVITE, this header field enumerates extensions
to baseline SIP using option tags. Each option tag represents a SIP extension that the
server must support in order to process the request. If the server cannot support a specific extension, the request is rejected with a 420 Bad Extension response.

■■

Expires: This header field might be added by a UAC to limit the validity of an invitation. Once a communication session is established, this header field value has no bearing on the amount of time for which the session can last. The usage of the Expires
header field is method dependent. (As described in Chapters 9 and 10, this header field
has a different purpose for the SIP REGISTER method.)
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■■

Diversion: This header field is used when a call is diverted from the original called
endpoint to another endpoint. You will observe a Diversion header when a call is
forwarded in Unified CM by either the Call Forward No Answer, Call Forward Busy,
or Call Forward All setting for a line. This header is covered in both Chapters 5 and 8,
“CUBE Call Routing and Digit Manipulation.”

■■

Remote-Party-ID (RPID): This header field is primarily used for caller identification.
The data from this header field often supersedes caller identification information in
other headers, such as the Contact header or From header, and Cisco IP phones use
this information to display caller ID information, if present. Another header field
that effectively achieves the same thing is the P-Asserted-Identity (PAI) field. For
more information about how to configure Unified CM to add these header fields, see
Chapter 5.
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Table 2-4 summarizes the mandatory, method-dependent, and optional headers for a SIP
INVITE message. As mentioned previously, different SIP methods have different methoddependent and optional headers.
Table 2-4

Classification of Headers in SIP INVITE Messages

Header Fields

Requirement

Request-URI, Via, From, To, Call-ID,
Max-Forwards, CSeq

Mandatory for all SIP messages

Contact, Allow, Supported, Accept

Required for INVITE messages and optional
for other methods

Require, Expires, Diversion,
Remote-Party-ID, P-Asserted-Identity

Optional for SIP INVITE messages

It is also possible for vendors to include proprietary header fields in SIP INVITE requests. If
such a request happens to be processed by a device from the same vendor, any proprietary
header field is interpreted to enable additional functionality. For example, Cisco devices such
as Unified CM, voice gateways, and CUBE use the Call-Info header field in SIP INVITE messages (and corresponding responses) to advertise support for Cisco’s proprietary method of
DTMF relay or SIP unsolicited notify. (For more on this, see Chapter 3.) If a nonmandatory
proprietary header cannot be understood by a UAS, it is dropped, and processing of the
request continues according to RFC 3261.

Forming a Response
On receiving a SIP request, a UAS performs a sequence of checks to determine how to
respond to the request. Figure 2-2 illustrates the logic executed on the server to process a
request.
The first check executed at the UAS involves whether the SIP method is supported. SIP
methods are nothing but requests that require a specific action to be executed at the server.
The SIP requests listed in Table 2-2 are all examples of SIP methods. All SIP user agents that
initiate and support calls support the SIP INVITE method; however, it is possible for a UAS
to not extend support to all the methods listed in Table 2-2. If a UAS does not support a
given SIP method, it responds to the corresponding request with a 405 Method Not Allowed
response.
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After inspecting whether the method is supported, the SIP UAS proceeds to check various
header fields in the request. The first header fields to be checked are the To and Request URI
header fields. These header fields are checked for correct formatting and whether the UAS is
indeed the node that is supposed to process the request. If either check fails, the request is
rejected via the relevant 4XX class of responses.
The next check that is run is to verify whether the request has been looped—basically,
whether the UAS has already processed exactly this request. Looping of requests is quite
common in SIP networks, especially when nodes have improperly configured call routing.
Call loops result in the UAS rejecting the request with a 482 Loop Detected response.

2

If a request is determined to be new, the UAS checks whether the client has requested special
processing of the request by using the Require header field. This field specifies extensions
to baseline SIP that facilitate specific application usage paradigms. These extensions are
specified in the form of option tags in the Require header field. For example, the UAC might
include the 100rel option tag in an INVITE request to ensure that the server sends provisional responses (101 to 199 responses) reliably. If a UAS does not support an option tag
specified by the client, it rejects the request with a 420 Bad Extension response. (For more
details on the 100rel option tag, see Chapter 9.)
After the UAS verifies that it supports the extensions required by the client, the next check
performed is to determine whether it understands the message body within the request. A
request can carry a message body (typically utilizing SDP) that provides additional details
about the request. If the UAS cannot interpret a message body within a request, it is rejected.
Finally, in certain cases, a UAS might require the client to support certain extensions to
baseline SIP for the request to be successfully processed. For example, if the server requires
that provisional responses be sent reliably when a SIP session is being set up, and the
UAC does not include the 100rel option tag in the Supported header field, it can reject an
INVITE request with a 421 Extension Required response. A UAS should not use the 421
Extension Required response unless it truly cannot process the request using the constructs
of baseline SIP.
Once all the checks are executed at the UAS, further processing of the request is strictly
method dependent. For example, the same set of rules cannot be used to process an INVITE
request and a REGISTER request. While processing a SIP INVITE, the following logic is
applied:
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■■

If the INVITE contains an Expires header field, the UAS must send a final response
before the expiration interval. If it fails to do so, the request is rejected with a 487
Request Terminated response.

■■

The received INVITE might be a mid-dialog request (a Re-INVITE). Unless the server
undergoes an unexpected restart, it maintains state information for all established dialogs. Mid-dialog requests are usually sent to modify session characteristics or ensure
session freshness. For such requests, the processing rules of Section 12.2.2 of RFC
3261 are followed.

■■

A mid-dialog INVITE request received at the UAS might not match an existing dialog.
This could be because of an unexpected server restart, where all dialog contexts are
purged, or it might be a result of incorrect request routing by downstream devices.
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Whatever the underlying cause, the guidelines of Section 12.2.2 of RFC 3261 are followed to handle such a situation.
If the SIP INVITE is not a mid-dialog request but rather is a dialog-creating request, the UAS
is being invited to a communication session. When processing such a request, the UAS can
either indicate progress, failure, or success of the request. Alternatively, the request could be
redirected:
■■

Progress: If the UAS cannot immediately send a final response to the SIP INVITE
message, it can indicate some kind of progress to the request by sending a provisional
response between 101 and 199. Commonly used progress indications include the SIP
180 Ringing and 183 Session Progress provisional responses. Provisional responses are
classified as early dialog responses and require the UAS to populate the tag parameter
of the To header field in the response. A provisional response is usually followed by a
200 OK final response or, in rare cases, a failure response.

■■

Failure: If the UAS is unable to accept the session invitation, a failure response is sent
to the client. Processing of the request at the server may fail for a number of reasons.
The server could be overloaded, in which case it sends a 503 Service Unavailable
response, or it might be that the server could not locate the device specified in the
Request URI, in which case it responds with a 404 Not Found response. Whatever the
reason, the server responds to the request with an error code that reflects the outcome
of processing. The failure response might occasionally carry supplementary information to provide more granular details of the failure and to allow the client to augment
the request, if applicable.
As an example, if the server sends a 503 Service Unavailable response, it can also
choose to include a Retry-After header field that provides the client a time after which
the request may be retried. If the overloaded condition at the server clears after the
specified time interval, the server might respond with a success response.

■■

Success: The session invitation being accepted at the UAS generates a 200 OK
response. It is recommended that the 200 response include the Allow, Supported, and
Accept header fields. Inclusion of these header fields ensures that the server can advertise any extensions to baseline SIP that it supports without having to be explicitly
probed, perhaps via a SIP OPTIONS message.
Even if the SIP INVITE did not carry a SDP body, the server must include an SDP
offer in the 200 OK response. If the INVITE carried an SDP offer, the UAS must
include an SDP answer in the 200 OK response.
200 OK responses to the SIP INVITE must be followed by a SIP ACK method. This
ensures that the 200 OK response was delivered reliably.

■■
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Redirect: A UAS can respond to INVITE requests with a redirect response (3XX).
On receiving a redirect response, the client is required to execute an additional set
of actions to complete the request. This usually entails the client parsing the Contact
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header field of the redirect response and sending the INVITE message to one or more
URIs included in the Contact header field.
When multimedia communication networks peer over SIP, more often than not, 3XX redirect responses are viewed as attempts at toll fraud attacks. Consequently, on receiving a 3XX
response, a user agent may terminate the request completely instead of try to further process
the request.

2

Continuing with the transaction started in Example 2-1, Example 2-2 shows the subsequent
200 OK response to that INVITE message. Many of the same header fields observed in
the original INVITE are present in this message. The To and From header fields remain
unchanged except for a tag that is postfixed on the To header field. This tag is used to identify the specific UAS in the SIP dialog. All future requests and responses between these two
UAs should include this To header tag. The Remote-Party-ID and Contact headers will be
updated to reflect the appropriate information of the called endpoint or UA handling the
request on behalf of the remote endpoint. The Call-ID header will remain the same as seen
in the INVITE message, and the CSeq header for this message will reference the same CSeq
header of the INVITE request since this is a response to that specific request. The Allow
header and Supported header are included to inform the UAC of the allowed request methods and the supported SIP extensions.
NOTE During the INVITE transaction, this message always contains SDP; however, it has
been removed here for the sake of simplicity and brevity.
Example 2-2 200 OK Response from Unified CM to INVITE Sent by the IP Phone
SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 14.50.214.109:49850;branch=z9hG4bK43660dee
From: "+14085557890" <sip:+14085557890@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab>;tag=c4b36abac
To: <sip:2001@rtp-cucm.ccnpcollab.lab>;tag=279932
Call-ID: c4b36aba-ca23000e-14159e9e-1b38e718@14.50.214.109
CSeq: 101 INVITE
Allow: INVITE, OPTIONS, INFO, BYE, CANCEL, ACK, PRACK, UPDATE, REFER, SUBSCRIBE,
NOTIFY
Supported: replaces
Server: Cisco-CUCM12.5
Remote-Party-ID: <sip:2001@172.18.110.91>;party=called;screen=yes;privacy=off
Session-ID: 0f3add4b00105000a000d0ec35ffeafe;remote=735c6c0600105000a000c4b36abaca23
Contact: <sip:2001@172.18.110.91:5060;transport=tcp>

Analyzing a Basic SIP Call
A SIP call begins when a UAC invites a UAS to a communication session. In real-world
implementations, the two user agents might be separated over several hops. However, for
the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that the two user agents communicate directly with one
another.
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When inviting another user agent to a communication session, the UAC might be preconfigured with the exact location of the UAS. If not, its request might be ferried by a SIP proxy
server to the intended UAS. When the request is received at the UAS, the UAS allocates the
necessary resources to process the request. As the request is being processed, the UAS might
be required to send provisional responses. It must send a final response once the request is
fully processed to alert the UAC of the outcome.
Based on the results of request processing, the server responds with any one of the six
classes of response codes listed in Table 2-3. Depending on the request, the UAS may
respond with a provisional response class (1XX) followed by a final response class, or it may
respond directly with a final response class. For example, when processing a SIP INVITE,
the UAS typically sends a 100 Trying provisional response, followed by a final response. The
provisional 100 Trying response alerts the UAC that the request is currently being processed,
and a final response is expected shortly. It also serves as a mechanism to deter the UAC from
sending subsequent copies of the same SIP INVITE.
Figure 2-3 demonstrates a SIP message exchange for establishing an audio call between
Phone A and Phone B. A call agent, like Cisco’s Unified Communication Manager (commonly known as Unified CM), is in the middle of the signaling for both phones and aids in
the establishment of the communication session.
Phone A

Phone B

Unified CM

INVITE (with SDP)
100 Trying

INVITE (with SDP)
100 Trying
180 Ringing

180 Ringing
200 OK (with SDP)
200 OK (with SDP)
ACK

ACK
RTP

Figure 2-3

Analyzing a Basic SIP Call

The SIP call in Figure 2-3 involves the following steps:
Step 1.
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Phone A initiates a communication session with Phone B by sending a SIP
INVITE message to Unified CM. In this scenario, Unified CM functions as
both the registrar server for the phones and their UAS for all outbound requests.
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Included in the SIP INVITE are several pieces of information that enable the
transaction/dialog to progress smoothly. These pieces of information include
several header field values in the SIP message. The SIP INVITE can be sent in
one of two ways:
■■

With an SDP body

■■

Without an SDP body

2

If the SIP INVITE carries an SDP body, the call is classified as an “early offer”
call. If an SDP body is not advertised in the SIP INVITE, the call is classified
as a “delayed offer” call. As discussed shortly, SDP is used to encode the characteristics of a media session, such as the type of media stream(s) supported
(for example, audio, video), the IP addresses and port numbers for the media
stream(s), and the set of supported codecs for different media stream types.
Sending an early offer INVITE allows the UAC to enforce characteristics of the
session up front by including its supported media stream types, the relevant
media formats per media stream, and any SDP-based extensions. With delayed
offer INVITE messages, the UAC has to tailor its session characteristics in
accordance with the SDP body advertised by the UAS. The example shown in
Figure 2-3 illustrates an early offer call.
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Step 3.

On receiving the SIP INVITE message, Unified CM sends a 100 Trying
response to Phone A. The 100 Trying response serves to inform Phone A that
the INVITE has been received, and processing is under way. After sending the
100 Trying response, Unified CM examines the Request URI in the received
INVITE message and does a database lookup. The database lookup is done to
determine the location information (IP address and port) of Phone B. The location information for Phone B is present in Unified CM because it also functions
as a registrar server.

Step 4.

On obtaining the location information of Phone B, Unified CM operates as a
SIP B2BUA, and a SIP INVITE is sent from Unified CM to Phone B. Phone B
sends a 100 Trying response to Unified CM.

Step 5.

After the request is completely processed at Phone B and it begins ringing, a
180 Ringing message is sent to Unified CM. The 180 Ringing message is then
relayed from Unified CM to Phone A. At this stage, an audible ringback tone
must be generated at Phone A. The ringback tone might be generated locally
on the phone or might be generated by Unified CM. Alternatively, if Phone B
wants to stream a custom ringback tone or pre-connect announcement, it sends
a 183 Session Progress message with an SDP body. This scenario, defined as
“early media,” allows Phone A to listen to media packets encapsulating custom
ringback tones or pre-connect announcements even before Phone B goes offhook. For more information about early media and ringback, see Chapter 9.

Step 6.

Once Phone B is taken off-hook, a 200 OK response is sent to Unified CM,
indicating that the call has been answered. Included in the 200 OK is an SDP
body indicating the chosen media stream(s) and media codecs. The 200 OK
response is then sent to Phone A. At this stage, the phones can begin to
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exchange media packets with one another. The 200 OK response must be followed by a SIP ACK sent end-to-end to indicate that the 200 OK response was
reliably received.
At this stage, the SIP dialog is considered complete. You should note that Unified CM is only responsible for setting up the communication session but for
most scenarios does not place itself in the path of the media packets.
Step 7.

The SIP call terminates when one of the phones transmits a SIP BYE message.

Introduction to SDP
In the earlier days of Internet telephony, the process of setting up a call was very cumbersome and drawn out—very unlike the seamless call setup we experience today. To set up a
communication session in the early days, participants had to do the following:
Step 1.

The caller would bootstrap an audio or video application at a specific port
number and IP address.

Step 2.

The caller would inform the callee of the details of the port number and IP
address over a PSTN line.

Step 3.

The callee would fire up a local audio or video application and inform the caller
of the IP address and port number on their end.

While this process was acceptable for the occasional calls made over packet networks for
the purpose of research and demonstration, it clearly would not find acceptance if Internet
telephony were to scale. Protocols were needed to set up, modify, and tear down communication sessions, and these protocols needed to provide enough information to allow participation within the communication session. SIP, as a call control protocol, is adept at setting
up and tearing down communication sessions. However, it does not provide participants any
information about the details of the communication session (for example, the media types
supported and the IP/port pair for media). As a result, SIP relies on a peer protocol to facilitate advertisement and negotiation of media capabilities.
Session Description Protocol (SDP), originally defined in RFC 2327 (and later updated in
RFC 4566), was designed to provide session details (such as the media types, media codec,
and IP/port pair for media) and session metadata (such as the purpose of the session and
the originator of the session) to participants. SDP is strictly a description protocol and it is
leveraged by higher-level protocols such as Session Announcement Protocol (SAP), Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP), Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), Real Time Streaming
Protocol (RTSP), Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), and Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP).
SDP is completely textual and rigid in terms of formatting. Unlike H.323, it does not use
binary encoding, such as ASN.1. This choice was made deliberately so that SDP could be
leveraged by several protocols and to ensure that malformed SDP bodies could be easily
identified and discarded. The formatting of SDP bodies is mostly in UTF-8. SDP bodies contain a number of textual lines that are each either classified as fields or as attributes. A field
is separated from the next one by a carriage return/line feed (CRLF) sequence. The format of
each field is as follows:
<type>=<value>[CRLF]
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Attributes are the primary means of extending SDP. Over time, to enable several application
use cases and to enable smooth interoperability between communicating entities, many SDP
attributes were defined and standardized. (At the time of this writing, there are a few new
SDP attributes in the process of being standardized by the IETF.) Attributes can be of two
types:
■■

Property attributes: These attributes are in the format a=<flag>. A property attribute
conveys a simple Boolean meaning for media or the session.

■■

Value attributes: These attributes are in the format a=<attribute>:<value>.

2

The primary purpose of an SDP body is to always ensure that the participants are provided
sufficient information to join a communication session. Accordingly, SDP bodies are classified into three description levels:
■■

Session description

■■

Time description

■■

Media description

The session description consists of a number of fields and optional attributes that provide
details around the session, such as the name of the session, the originator of the session, and
bandwidth constraints for the session. The session description can optionally contain attributes as well.
Communication sessions can either be unbounded or bounded in time. SDP time descriptions specify when communication sessions are active by using the timing (t=) field. The timing field has the following format:
t=<start-time> <stop-time>
This field is self-explanatory: start-time and stop-time simply encode the time when the session starts and ends, respectively. start-time and stop-time are expressed in decimal representations of Network Time Protocol (NTP) time values in seconds since 1900. The encoding
of the start-time and stop-time determines whether the communication session is bounded,
unbounded, or permanent. A bounded session has an explicit start-time and stop-time. An
unbounded session does not have a stop-time, whereas a permanent session does not have a
start-time or stop-time. The encoding of the timing field is useful for multicast communication sessions. For unicast sessions, the timing field must be encoded to specify a permanent
session (t=0 0).
The media description section of SDP bodies provides sufficient detail about the media and
transport characteristics of the communication session. Participants use this information to
join a multicast session or negotiate common capabilities for unicast sessions. The media
description section includes the following information:
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■■

The media types (for example, audio, video, application, image)

■■

The transport protocol (for example, RTP)

■■

The media formats for different media types (for example, G.711, H.264)

■■

Optionally, the IP address and port pair for media
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Fields and attributes in SDP bodies can be either mandatory or optional. In either case, they
must follow the rigid ordering structure shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5

Fields and Attributes in SDP Bodies

Field/Attribute

Description

Mandatory or Optional?

Session Description
v=

Protocol version

Mandatory

o=

Originator and session identifier

Mandatory

s=

Session name

Mandatory

i=

Session information

Optional

u=

URI of description

Optional

e=

Email address

Optional

p=

Phone number

Optional

c=

Connection information; not required if
included in all media

Optional

b=

Zero or more bandwidth information lines

Optional

z=

Time zone adjustments

Optional

k=

Encryption key

Optional

a=

Zero or more session attribute lines

Optional

t=

Time the session is active

Mandatory

r=

Zero or more repeat times

Optional

Time Description

Media Description (If Present)
m=

Media name and transport address

Mandatory

i=

Media title

Optional

c=

Connection information; optional if
included at the session level

Optional

b=

Zero or more bandwidth information lines

Optional

k=

Encryption key

Optional

a=

Zero or more media attribute lines

Optional

SDP fields and attributes can appear at two levels:
■■

Session level

■■

Media level

The session-level section of SDP bodies provides default values for various fields that are to
be used and interpreted. For example, if a user agent wants to use the same media connection IP address for all media streams within the session, it can encode an SDP body with a
session-level description of media connection information. However, if further granularity
is required on a per-media-stream basis, the user agent can encode an SDP body with one or
several media-level descriptions. Example 2-3 is a snippet of an SDP body carried within a
SIP message. (The actual SIP message is omitted from this example for brevity.)
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SDP Body Carried Within a SIP Message

v=0
o=CiscoSystemsSIP-GW-UserAgent 1597 5834 IN IP4 10.94.64.12
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1

2

t=0 0
a=recvonly
m=audio 16590 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=ptime:20
m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 126
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000

The session-level description starts with the v= line and continues until the first media-level
section. Every media-level section is identified by an m= line and continues until the next
m= line or until the end of the SDP body. As shown in Example 2-3, the media connection
IP address (c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1) has only a session-level description, and it spans the audio
and video stream. In addition to having a media connection information field, the direction
attribute (a=recvonly) is specified for both the audio and video media streams. Session-level
descriptions serve as default values to be interpreted and used if no corresponding medialevel description(s) is available.
Example 2-4 is a snippet of an SDP body where the direction attribute has a session-level
description and a media-level description. You should be aware that certain SDP fields and
attributes can be present concurrently at different levels of the SDP body. When this occurs,
the media-level field or attribute overrides the session-level field or attribute. So, in the case
of the direction attribute appearing twice in Example 2-4, the media-level description of the
direction attribute is given higher precedence.
Example 2-4
Attribute

SDP Body with Session- and Media-Level Definitions for the Direction

v=0
o=CiscoSystemsSIP-GW-UserAgent 1597 5834 IN IP4 10.94.64.12
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1
t=0 0
a=recvonly
m=audio 16590 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=sendrecv
a=ptime:20
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The Offer/Answer Framework
SDP was originally conceived as a way to describe multicast sessions over Mbone (short
for multicast backbone). SDP scales really well for multicast, as there is a unified view of
the session for all participants. For example, for multicast communication sessions, each
participant requires a single media address and port to join a communication session. While
SDP has the capability of describing unicast communication sessions, it is a slightly more
challenging proposition than describing multicast sessions. For a unicast session between
two participants, each participant has a localized view of the session; each participant has
its own media IP address and port pair, its own set of supported media types, and its own
set of supported codecs per media type. To obtain a complete view of a unicast session, the
participants must exchange information elements and agree on a common set of parameters.
The SDP offer/answer model, defined in RFC 3264, provides such a framework for information exchange and parameter negotiation. To get a better understanding of the offer/answer
framework, it is important to understand certain terms that are frequently referenced in subsequent sections:
■■

Agent: An entity involved in an offer/answer exchange

■■

Answerer: An agent that receives a session description that describes aspects
of a plausible media communication session and responds with its own session
description

■■

Answer: An SDP message sent from an answerer to an offerer

■■

Offerer: An agent that generates a session description to create or modify a session

■■

Offer: An SDP message sent by an offerer

■■

Media Stream: A single media instance in a communication session

Operation of the Offer/Answer Framework
The offer/answer exchange requires the existence of a stateful, higher-level protocol such
as SIP that is capable of exchanging SDP bodies during call setup and/or modification. The
protocol has to be stateful to maintain context around the exchange between an offerer and
an answerer, as there may be several SDP exchanges during the course of a call. It is important for the higher-level protocol to accurately map requests and responses.

Generating the SDP Offer and Answer
The SDP offer/answer model begins with one of the user agents constructing an SDP body
according to the guidelines of RFC 4566. You should realize that the initiator of a communication session (the user agent that sends the SIP INVITE) need not always be the one constructing the SDP offer. For example, for SIP delayed offer calls, the user agent being invited
to a communication session is the one that constructs the SDP offer. Figure 2-4 shows the
SIP three-way handshake for a delayed offer call versus the same handshake for an early
offer call.
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Delayed Offer

Early Offer

UAC

UAS

UAC

UAS

INVITE with SDP

Offer

Offer

200 OK with SDP

Answer

Answer

ACK without SDP

INVITE without SDP
200 OK with SDP
ACK with SDP

Session Established

Figure 2-4
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2

Session Established

SIP Delayed Offer Versus SIP Early Offer

Regardless of which user agent constructs the offer, the SDP body must consist of a session
description, a time description, and a media description section. This strict encoding format
ensures that the peer user agent is provided sufficient information to participate in the communication session. The session description section contains all the mandatory fields (for
example, v, o, s) as well as optional attribute values. For unicast sessions, the time description section must contain a timing field to indicate a permanent session (t=0 0). The media
description section of the SDP offer can contain several media lines (m=), such that each
media line corresponds to different media types or they correspond to the same media type
or a combination of the two.
Each media line in the SDP body must encode sufficient information about the media stream
to convey the following:
■■

The media type of the stream (for example, audio, video, image)

■■

The transport port and IP address of the media stream

■■

The list of media formats per media stream

The format of any media line within an SDP body is as follows:
m=<media> <port> <proto> <fmt list>
The <media> subfield indicates the media type, such as audio, video, image, and so on. The
possible set of media types that can be advertised in SDP bodies is maintained in the Media
Type registry of the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.
The <port> subfield is used to advertise the port number on which media reception is
expected. It is a common misconception that the port number signifies the port number
from which media is sourced. Although most implementations utilize symmetric RTP, which
does source RTP from the same port advertised by SDP for RTP reception, some implementations may utilize asymmetric RTP, which may use another source port. For media transport
protocols such as RTP, the peer protocol Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)
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allows participants to provide real-time media reception quality feedback. By default, RTCP
is exchanged on the next higher port number following the RTP port number. If for some
reason an application does not want to exchange RTCP on the next higher port number following RTP, it can explicitly indicate this by using the a=rtcp attribute. Example 2-5 demonstrates the use of the a=rtcp attribute in an SDP body.
Example 2-5

SDP Body Demonstrating the Use of the a=rtcp Attribute

v=0
o=CiscoSystemsSIP-GW-UserAgent 1597 5834 IN IP4 10.94.64.12
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1
t=0 0
a=recvonly
m=audio 16590 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtcp:53020
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=sendrecv
a=ptime:20

The <port> subfield is useful only when interpreted and used in conjunction with the connection data (c=) field. Without the connection data field, the remote user agent is only
aware of a port number and has no information about the remote IP address. The connection
data field can be scoped to include a session-level or media-level definition.
The <proto> subfield identifies the transport protocol for media. For media encapsulated
over RTP, this subfield is set to RTP/AVP or, optionally, to RTP/SAVP for Secure RTP (SRTP).
AVP stands for audio/video profile, and SAVP stands for secure audio/video profile.
The <fmt list> subfield specifies the media formats supported by the user agent generating
the SDP body. The encoding of this subfield depends on the value of the <proto> subfield,
which is either set to RTP/AVP or RTP/SAVP and includes a list of payload numbers (or
sometimes only one payload number). For applications to discern the media format to which
a given payload number corresponds, there is a list of payload number-to-media format mappings defined in the RTP audio/video profile. Table 2-6 lists a selection of these mappings for
common audio codecs.
NOTE A comprehensive list of the mappings of all payload numbers to media formats is
maintained in an Internet Assigned Numbers Authority registry at https://www.iana.org/
assignments/rtp-parameters/rtp-parameters.xhtml.
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Table 2-6
Codecs

55

Mapping Between Payload Numbers and Media Formats for Common Audio

Payload Type

Encoding Name

Clock Rate (Hz)

0

PCMU

8000

4

G723

8000

8

PCMA

8000

9

G722

8000

15

G728

8000

18

G729

8000

2

In the case of dynamic payload numbers (payload numbers between 96 and 127), there has
to be an explicit mapping specified in the SDP body, using the a=rtpmap attribute. While it
is not required to use the a=rtpmap attribute for static assignments already specified in the
RTP audio/video profile, it seems to be the preferred formatting choice for most vendors.
To better understand this concept, see the sample SDP body provided in Example 2-6. The
media line (m=) lists three static payload numbers: 0, 8, and 18. For a user agent that receives
this SDP body, the interpretation of the static payload numbers 0, 8, and 18 is provided by
the RTP audio/video profile and translates to PCMU, PCMA, and G729, respectively (refer
to Table 2-6). Providing a mapping between these static payload numbers and their corresponding media formats via the a=rtpmap attribute is a redundant but nonetheless well
adopted practice. For dynamic payload numbers, such as the OPUS codec utilizing payload
type 114, the a=rtpmap attribute is required to explicitly provide a binding to the media
format.
Example 2-6

SDP Body Demonstrating the Use of the a=rtpmap Attribute

v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 2828060 1 IN IP4 10.1.1.1
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1
b=TIAS:64000
b=AS:64
t=0 0
m=audio 17236 RTP/AVP 0 8 18 114
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000
a=rtpmap:114 opus/48000/2
a=fmtp:114 maxplaybackrate=16000;sprop-maxcapturerate=16000;maxaveragebitrate=64000
;stereo=0;sprop-stereo=0;usedtx=0

The a=fmtp attribute shown in Example 2-6 is used to encode media format–specific parameters. For example, when using the OPUS codec, many attributes can be utilized. One example defined here is the maximum average bitrate for the session via the maxaveragebitrate
attribute. As the example shows, many attributes can be applied to a given media format on
a single line by using the semicolon (;) as a separator. These attributes vary per media format,
so refer to the applicable media format standard for a=fmtp usage.
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Media lines have their interpretations tightly coupled with the SDP direction attribute. A
direction attribute can have a session-level scope or a media-level scope. For unicast streams,
the offerer can specify the directionality of a media stream by using the SDP direction attribute. Accordingly, a stream can be marked as sendonly, recvonly, inactive, or sendrecv.
Table 2-7 summarizes the meaning of each Direction Attribute.
Table 2-7

SDP Direction Attributes Description

Direction Attribute

Direction of Media

sendonly

The sender wishes to only send media to its peer.

recvonly

The sender wishes to only receive media from its peer.

sendrecv

The sender wishes to send and receive media.

inactive

The sender wishes to set up the session but not transmit or receive
media.

When the direction attribute has a sendrecv or recvonly value, it signifies the IP address and
port number on which the sender would expect to receive media (RTP) from its peer. If the
direction attribute is marked as sendonly, it indirectly signifies the IP address and port on
which the sender (of the SDP) expects to receive RTCP but not RTP.
As mentioned previously, the IP address and port listed in the SDP offer does not signify the
source address and port for RTP packets. Instead, it signifies the address and port on which
the offerer expects to receive media.
If a user agent sets the direction attribute to inactive, it means that the user agent wants to
simply establish a communication session without transmitting or receiving media. However,
at a later time, the user agent can initiate a new SDP offer/answer exchange to update the
direction attribute. Regardless of the value of the direction attribute, there is a continuous
passage of RTCP traffic between communicating entities. While constructing an SDP body,
if the user agent does not specify an explicit value for the direction attribute, it always
defaults to sendrecv.
As mentioned earlier, the user agent constructing the SDP offer can include one or more
media lines such that the media lines can correspond to the same media type, different
media types, or a combination of the two. Conventionally, the offerer must use a valid, nonzero port number for each media line within the offer. This is because the use of port zero
for a media line(s) within the offer has no useful semantics.
On receiving the offer, the answerer must construct an SDP body following the guidelines
of RFC 4566: It must include a session description, a time description, and a media description. Even if there is absolute parity between the offer and the answer in terms of the media
streams and media formats per stream, it is reasonable to assume that the answer will differ
from the offer on certain aspects such as the IP address and port pair for media, support for
SDP extensions, and so on. In such instances, the origin line (o=) of the answer must be different from that of the offer. The timing field in the answer must mirror the timing field in
the offer. With regard to the media description, the constructed answer must follow several
rules that are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
While constructing the answer, the answerer must generate a response to each media line
listed in the offer, and the number of media lines in the offer and answer must always be the
same. If a given media type in the offer is not supported by the answerer, the answerer must
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reject the corresponding media line by setting the port number to zero. If an answerer rejects
a media stream, there is no RTCP traffic exchanged for that media stream. Example 2-7 demonstrates an offer/answer exchange where the video media type is rejected by the answerer.
Example 2-7

SDP Offer/Answer Exchange for Disabling Video

[Offer]

2

v=0
o=Cisco-SIPUA 23226 0 IN IP4 14.50.214.109
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.109
t=0 0
m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0 8 97
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:97 iLBC/8000
m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 126 97
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.109
b=TIAS:4000000
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000
a=fmtp:126 profile-level-id=428016;packetization-mode=1;level-asymmetry-allowed=1;
max-mbps=108000;max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000
a=imageattr:* recv [x=800,y=480,q=0.60] [x=1280,y=720,q=0.50]
a=rtpmap:97 H264/90000
a=fmtp:97 profile-level-id=428016;packetization-mode=0;level-asymmetry-allowed=1;
max-mbps=108000;max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000
a=imageattr:* recv [x=800,y=480,q=0.60] [x=1280,y=720,q=0.50]

[Answer]
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 279932 1 IN IP4 172.18.110.91
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.107
b=AS:384
t=0 0
m=audio 49172 RTP/AVP 8
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
m=video 0 RTP/AVP 126
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000

NOTE If there are no media formats in common for all streams, the entire offer session is
rejected.
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As discussed previously, an offerer can set the direction attribute (at the session level or
media level) to sendrecv, sendonly, recvonly, or inactive. Table 2-8 highlights the different
ways in which the direction attribute can be set in an answer for unicast media sessions.
Table 2-8

Different Ways of Setting the Direction Attribute in an Answer

Direction Attribute in Offer

Direction Attribute in an Answer

sendonly

recvonly/inactive

recvonly

sendonly/inactive

sendrecv

sendrecv/sendonly/recvonly/inactive

inactive

inactive

For streams that are marked as recvonly in the answer, the answer must contain at least
one media format that was listed in the offer. In addition, the answerer may include media
formats not listed in the offer that the answerer is willing to receive. This is useful in scenarios where the offerer proceeds to modify the communication session at a later stage and
includes an updated media format list.
For streams that the answerer marked as sendonly, the answer must contain at least one
media format that was listed in the offer. For streams marked as sendrecv in the answer,
the answer must list at least one media format that it is willing to use for both sending and
receiving media. In such a situation, the answer might also list media formats that were not
a part of the offer. Again, this is useful in scenarios where the offerer proceeds to modify
the communication session at a later stage and includes an updated media format list. For
streams marked as inactive in the answer, the media format list in the answer mirrors that in
the offer.
NOTE Media formats in the offer and answer are always listed in decreasing order of
precedence, from left to right.
It is required for the answerer to use the a=rtpmap attribute for each media format to provide
a payload number to the media format binding—regardless of whether the answer contains
static or dynamic payload numbers. If a media format in the offer is described using the
a=fmtp attribute, and that media format is echoed in the answer, the answerer must ensure
that the same fmtp parameters are listed.
NOTE The offer and answer can optionally include bandwidth and packetization interval
attributes. For more on packetization intervals, see Chapter 3.
Media lines marked as sendonly and recvonly by the offerer have a reverse interpretation
when accepted by the answerer. For example, consider an offer where the audio media line
is marked as sendonly. When accepted by the answerer, the same audio media line has to be
marked as recvonly. This ensures that the offer/answer exchange concludes with both user
agents converging on a unified view of the communication session. In this case, the offerer
only transmits media packets, while the answerer only receives media packets. Of course,
this assumes that the answerer does not set the stream as inactive.
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Modifying a Session
During the course of a communication session, it is not uncommon for application interactions to require modification of session characteristics. These modifications could include
changing the media formats, changing the value of the direction attribute, adding new media
streams, and removing existing media streams, for instance. Some examples of scenarios
where modifications occur are during supplementary service actions such as call hold,
resume, transfer, and even conferencing. Nearly all aspects of a communication session can
be modified. To effect a change or modification of session characteristics, the two user
agents must engage in a new SDP offer/answer exchange. The high-level flow of modifying a
communication session is depicted in Figure 2-5.
User Agent 1

2

User Agent 2

SDP Offer

SDP Answer

Session Established
Updated SDP Offer

Application Interaction
Requiring a Session
Modification

SDP Answer

Figure 2-5
Exchange

Modifying a Communication Session by Using the SDP Offer/Answer

A user agent attempting to modify a communication session first constructs an updated SDP
body whose content reflects the modifications required. These modifications can be simple
or complex. Regardless of the degree of modification reflected in the SDP body, the user
agent must increment the version number of the origin field (o=) by one. Example 2-6 highlights this concept.
The original SDP body in Example 2-8 contains the version number 5834. Sometime during the course of the communication session, the user agent requires a change to the list of
media formats and accordingly proceeds to construct and transmit an updated SDP body.
The updated SDP offer has its version number incremented by one and a modified media format list in the audio media line. This example also includes two very important SIP headers,
which are included in the SIP message to describe and identify the contents of the SIP message body. For an SDP body, the Content-Type value application/sdp is used. Similarly, the
Content-Length header field provides the total length of the SDP message body. If no message body is present in the SIP message, the Content-Length header field is set to 0. For the
sake of brevity, the SIP header in Example 2-8 only displays the Content-Type and ContentLength SIP header fields.
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Example 2-8

Incrementing the SDP Originator Version Number

[Original SIP+SDP]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 283
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsSIP-GW-UserAgent 1597 5834 IN IP4 10.94.64.12
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1
t=0 0
a=recvonly
m=audio 16590 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=ptime:20
m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 126
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000

[Modified SIP+SDP]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 227
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsSIP-GW-UserAgent 1597 5835 IN IP4 10.94.64.12
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 10.1.1.1
t=0 0
a=recvonly
m=audio 16590 RTP/AVP 0
a=rtpmap:0 PCMA/8000
a=ptime:20
m=video 51372 RTP/AVP 126
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000

It is possible for a user agent to initiate a new SDP offer/answer exchange without changing
the contents of the SDP body. While this exchange doesn’t result in the modification of session characteristics, it could be used for reasons such as determining session freshness. If a
new SDP body is identical to the previous SDP body, the version number must remain the
same.
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While generating an updated offer, the user agent must ensure that the number of media
lines (m=) equals the number of media lines in the previous SDP body. In other words, if the
previous SDP body had N media lines, the updated SDP body must contain at least N media
lines. It is possible for the updated SDP body to contain more than N media lines since this
is required when adding a new media line.
If SIP is the signaling protocol used to establish a media session (with SDP message body
for media description), an existing session can be modified using either a re-INVITE or an
UPDATE SIP message. Figure 2-6 illustrates both of these scenarios.

2

UAS

UAC

INVITE with SDP

Offer

200 OK with SDP

Answer

ACK without SDP

Session Established
Application Interaction Requiring a
Session Modification
INVITE with SDP

Offer

200 OK with SDP

Answer

ACK without SDP

Updated Session
Application Interaction Requiring a
Session Modification
UPDATE with SDP

Offer

200 OK with SDP

Answer

Newly Updated Session

Figure 2-6
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The following steps occur in the example shown in Figure 2-6:
Step 1.

The initial session is established using an early offer signaling exchange.

Step 2.

An application interaction occurs and requires a change in media. This then
triggers a mid-call re-INVITE, with a new offer modifying the original session.

Step 3.

The UAS accepts the session modification and sends a 200 OK with an SDP
body.

Step 4.

An ACK to the 200 OK confirms the transaction and finishes the handshake.

Step 5.

The session continues with the newly established session parameters until
another application interaction occurs. At this point, the session is modified
again—this time using an UPDATE SIP message with an SDP body containing
an offer for the new session.

Step 6.

The remote party accepts this UPDATE with an SDP body via a 200 OK, and an
SDP body confirms the session modification.

Step 7.

The session continues with the newly updated session parameters.

NOTE This process of modifying the session through re-INVITE or UPDATE SIP message
can continue as many times as needed by either user agent involved in the session. Also, note
that the UPDATE transaction does not contain an ACK SIP message because the ACK is
exclusive to the INVITE/re-INVITE transaction.

Adding a Media Stream
It is possible to add new media streams to a session by appending the appropriate media
lines to an existing SDP body. For example, if an audio-only communication session is established between two participants and one of the participants wants to escalate the session
to include video, that participant appends a video media line (m=video) to the existing SDP
body and sends an updated offer. User agents that want to add a media stream must always
append media lines to existing ones. This ordering ensures that the peer user agent is able to
gauge any new media line additions. For example, Example 2-9 shows a session established
between a video-capable phone and a phone that does not support video. The original videocapable IP phone is then transferred to another video-capable phone, and a new video session is added to the existing media sessions.
Example 2-9

Adding a Media Stream

[Initial Call (SIP+SDP) - Offer]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 707
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 280365 1 IN IP4 172.18.110.91
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.107
b=TIAS:64000
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b=AS:80
t=0 0
m=audio 23500 RTP/AVP 114 9 124 113 115 0 8 116 18 101
b=TIAS:64000
a=rtpmap:114 opus/48000/2
a=fmtp:114 maxplaybackrate=16000;sprop-maxcapturerate=16000;maxaveragebitrate=64000;
stereo=0;sprop-stereo=0;usedtx=0

2

a=rtpmap:9 G722/8000
a=rtpmap:124 iSAC/16000
a=rtpmap:113 AMR-WB/16000
a=fmtp:113 mode-change-capability=2
a=rtpmap:115 AMR-WB/16000
a=fmtp:115 octet-align=1;mode-change-capability=2
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:116 iLBC/8000
a=maxptime:20
a=fmtp:116 mode=20
a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15

[Initial Call (SIP+SDP) - Answer]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 416
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 405281 1 IN IP4 172.18.110.61
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.106
b=TIAS:64000
b=AS:80
t=0 0
m=audio 21040 RTP/AVP 114 101
b=TIAS:64000
a=rtpmap:114 opus/48000/2
a=fmtp:114 maxplaybackrate=16000;sprop-maxcapturerate=16000;maxaveragebitrate=64000;
stereo=0;sprop-stereo=0;usedtx=0
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=trafficclass:conversational.audio.aq:admitted
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[Video Escalation (SIP+SDP) - New Offer]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 1499
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 405281 5 IN IP4 172.18.110.61
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.106
b=TIAS:384000
b=AS:384
t=0 0
m=audio 21040 RTP/AVP 114 9 124 113 115 0 8 116 18 101
b=TIAS:64000
a=rtpmap:114 opus/48000/2
a=fmtp:114 maxplaybackrate=16000;sprop-maxcapturerate=16000;maxaveragebitrate=64000;
stereo=0;sprop-stereo=0;usedtx=0
a=rtpmap:9 G722/8000
a=rtpmap:124 iSAC/16000
a=rtpmap:113 AMR-WB/16000
a=fmtp:113 mode-change-capability=2
a=rtpmap:115 AMR-WB/16000
a=fmtp:115 octet-align=1;mode-change-capability=2
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap:116 iLBC/8000
a=maxptime:20
a=fmtp:116 mode=20
a=rtpmap:18 G729/8000
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=trafficclass:conversational.audio.avconf.aq:admitted
m=video 29584 RTP/AVP 100 126 97
b=TIAS:384000
a=rtpmap:100 H264/90000
a=fmtp:100 profile-level-id=640C16;packetization-mode=1;max-mbps=108000;
max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000;level-asymmetry-allowed=1
a=rtpmap:126 H264/90000
a=fmtp:126 profile-level-id=428016;packetization-mode=1;max-mbps=108000;
max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000;level-asymmetry-allowed=1
a=rtpmap:97 H264/90000
a=fmtp:97 profile-level-id=428016;packetization-mode=0;max-mbps=108000;
max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000;level-asymmetry-allowed=1
a=imageattr:* recv [x=800,y=480,q=0.60] [x=1280,y=720,q=0.50]
a=content:main
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a=rtcp-fb:* nack pli
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm fir
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm tmmbr
a=trafficclass:conversational.video.avconf.aq:admitted

2
[Video Escalation (SIP+SDP) - New Answer]
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 830
v=0
o=CiscoSystemsCCM-SIP 280365 5 IN IP4 172.18.110.91
s=SIP Call
c=IN IP4 14.50.214.109
b=TIAS:384000
b=AS:384
t=0 0
m=audio 25106 RTP/AVP 114 101
b=TIAS:64000
a=rtpmap:114 opus/48000/2
a=fmtp:114 maxplaybackrate=16000;sprop-maxcapturerate=16000;maxaveragebitrate=64000;
stereo=0;sprop-stereo=0;usedtx=0
a=rtpmap:101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp:101 0-15
a=trafficclass:conversational.audio.avconf.aq:admitted
m=video 28130 RTP/AVP 100
b=TIAS:320000
a=rtpmap:100 H264/90000
a=fmtp:100 profile-level-id=640C16;packetization-mode=1;max-mbps=108000;
max-fs=3600;max-rcmd-nalu-size=256000;level-asymmetry-allowed=1
a=imageattr:* recv [x=800,y=480,q=0.60] [x=1280,y=720,q=0.50]
a=content:main
a=rtcp-fb:* nack pli
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm fir
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm tmmbr
a=trafficclass:conversational.video.avconf.aq:admitted

It is also possible to add a media stream to a communication session by activating a previously disabled media stream. Consider a scenario in which a user agent attempts to establish
a communication session that includes audio and video media types. If the peer user agent
does not support video, it rejects the video media line by setting the port to zero (refer to
Example 2-7). During the course of the communication session, either user agent may decide
to reuse the video media line slot to introduce a new media stream. The new media stream
can have a video media type or any other valid media type.
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Removing a Media Stream
A user agent can remove an existing media stream by constructing a new SDP body and setting the media port of the corresponding media stream to zero. When such an SDP body is
received by the peer user agent, it is treated as a non-negotiable and explicit indication to
disable a given media stream. Therefore, the peer user agent must construct an answer with
the port for the media stream in question also set to zero.
Media streams that are deleted by an updated SDP offer/answer exchange cease to exchange
RTP or RTCP traffic. Any resources allocated for such media streams can be de-allocated.
NOTE The concept of zeroing out a port may also be referred to as disabling a media
stream.

Modifying the Address, Port, Transport, or Media Format
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, nearly every aspect of a communication session can be
modified. The way in which media streams can be added and removed using the SDP offer/
answer exchange is discussed in the previous section. During the course of a communication
session, it may happen that a user agent discovers a new interface that is known to be more
reliable than the current interface engaged in media transmission and reception. To ensure
that the newly discovered, higher-priority interface takes over for media transmission and
reception, the user agent has to construct an updated SDP offer in which the connection
information field is modified to reflect the new interface identity. In most instances, a modification of the connection information field proceeds with a change in the port number(s) for
a media line(s), and this is reflected in the update SDP offer.
NOTE There are several other scenarios that require modification of the media IP address
and port. These include, but are not limited to, media redirection from one endpoint to
another, call hold, and call resume.
Even after updating the connection information and port, a user agent must be prepared
to receive media on the old IP address/port pair for a reasonable amount of time. This is
because the peer user agent has to accept the updated SDP offer, proceed to process the
changes, and then program its internal software subsystems accordingly. You should also be
aware that it is possible for an answerer to update its own IP address/port pair in the answer
to an updated offer.
When setting up a communication session, the participants converge on a media format
by using the SDP information that is exchanged. In addition, it is perfectly acceptable for a
user agent to attempt to change the media format midsession. The way in which a user agent
changes the media format midsession is achieved by first constructing an updated SDP offer
such that the media line(s) contains a completely new set of media formats (not present in
the previous SDP) or a set of media formats that partially overlap with the previous SDP
body. The offer can be rejected or accepted by the answerer. When accepted, the media format used is determined by SDP in the answer.
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Overview of H.323
H.323 is a communication protocol from the ITU-T. It is a VoIP call control protocol that
allows for the establishment, maintenance, and teardown of multimedia sessions across
H.323 endpoints. H.323 is a suite of specifications that controls the transmission of voice,
video, and data over IP networks. The following are some of the H.323 specifications relevant to the subject matter laid out in this book:
■■

H.225: H.225 handles call setup and teardown between H.323 endpoints and is also
responsible for peering with H.323 gatekeepers via the Registration Admission Status
(RAS) protocol.

■■

H.245: H.245 acts as a peer protocol to H.225 and is used to negotiate the characteristics of the media session, such as media format, the method of DTMF relay, the
media type (audio, video, fax, and so on), and the IP address/port pair for media.

■■

H.450: H.450 controls supplementary services between H.323 entities. These supplementary services include call hold, call transfer, call park, and call pickup.

2

H.323 Components
The H.323 protocols outlined in the previous section are used in the communications
between H.323 components or devices. The following are the most common H.323 devices:
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■■

H.323 gateways: H.323 gateways are endpoints that are capable of interworking
between a packet network and a traditional Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) network (analog or digital). Since these H.323 endpoints can implement their own call
routing logic, they are considered to be “intelligent” and, as such, operate in a peer-topeer mode. H.323 gateways are capable of registering to a gatekeeper and interworking calls with a gatekeeper by using the RAS protocol.

■■

H.323 gatekeepers: H.323 gatekeepers function as devices that provide lookup services. They indicate via signaling to which endpoint or endpoints a particular called number belongs. Gatekeepers also provide functionality such as Call Admission Control
and security. Endpoints register to the gatekeeper by using the RAS protocol.

■■

H.323 terminals: Any H.323 device that is capable of setting up a two-way, real-time
media session is an H.323 terminal. H.323 terminals include voice gateways, H.323
trunks, video conferencing stations, and IP phones. H.323 terminals use H.225 for
session setup, progress, and teardown. They also use H.245 to define characteristics
of the media session such as the media format, the method of DTMF, and the media
type.

■■

Multipoint control units: These H.323 devices handle multiparty conferences, and
each device is composed of a multipoint controller (MC) and multipoint processor
(MP). The MC is responsible for H.245 exchanges, and the MP is responsible for the
switching and manipulation of media.
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H.323 Call Flow
An H.323 call basically involves the following:
■■

A TCP socket must be established on port 1720 to initiate H.225 signaling with another H.323 peer. This assumes that there is no gatekeeper in the call flow. As defined in
the previous section, gatekeepers assist in endpoint discovery and call admission.

■■

For an H.323 call, the H.225 exchange is responsible for call setup and termination,
whereas the H.245 exchange is responsible for establishment of the media channels
and their properties. In most cases, the establishment of two independent TCP connections is required: one for the H.225 exchange and the other for the H.245 exchange.
To effectively bind the two, the TCP port number on which the answering terminal
intends to establish an H.245 exchange is advertised in one of the H.225 messages.
The port number can be advertised before the H.225 connect message is sent (for
example, in an H.225 progress message) or when the H.225 connect message is sent.

■■

H.225 and H.245 exchanges can proceed on the same TCP connection, using a process
called H.245 tunneling.

■■

Every H.245 message is unidirectional in the sense that it is used to specify the negotiation from the perspective of the sender of that H.245 message. For the successful
establishment of a two-way real-time session, both H.323 terminals must exchange
H.245 messages.

Figure 2-7 depicts a basic H.323 slow start call between two H.323 terminals. The calling
terminal first initiates a TCP connection to the called terminal, using destination port 1720.
Once this connection is established, H.225 messages are exchanged between the two terminals to set up the call. In order to negotiate parameters that define call characteristics such as
the media types (for example, audio, video, fax), media formats, and DTMF types, an H.245
exchange has to ensue between the terminals.
In most cases, a separate TCP connection is established between the endpoints to negotiate
an H.245 exchange; however, in some cases, as an optimization, H.245 messages are tunneled using the same TCP socket as H.225, using a procedure known as H.245 tunneling.
When utilizing a separate TCP connection for H.245, the called terminal advertises the TCP
port number over which it intends to establish an H.245 exchange. The ports used for the
establishment of H.245 are ephemeral and are not dictated by the H.323 specification.
The H.245 exchange results in the establishment of the media channels required to transmit
and receive real-time information. You should be aware that while Figure 2-7 highlights a
slow start call, a variant to the slow start procedure, known as FastConnect, also exists and
is depicted in Figure 2-8. As the name suggests, FastConnect is a quicker and more efficient
mechanism to establish an H.323 call. In fact, FastConnect can establish an H.323 call with
as few as two messages. This is possible because with FastConnect there is no need to open
an H.245 socket, as long as all needed media can be negotiated via FastConnect.
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GW1

Slow Start

69

GW2

H.225 TCP Connection (Port 1720)
Setup
Call Proceeding
H.225

2

Alerting
Connect
TCP Keepalives
Terminal Capability Set
Master-Slave Determination
Terminal Capability Set
Master-Slave Determination
Terminal Capability Set ACK
Master-Slave Determination ACK

H.245

Terminal Capability Set ACK
Master-Slave Determination ACK
Open Logical Channel
Open Logical Channel ACK
Open Logical Channel
Open Logical Channel ACK
Release Complete
Release Complete

TCP

Figure 2-7

H.245

H.225

Basic H.323 Slow Start Call

NOTE FastConnect is often improperly referred to as “fast start” or “fastStart,” after the
name of the associated field/element in H.225 messages that is used to negotiate and establish FastConnect.
Figure 2-8 shows how an H.323 FastConnect call is set up. When transmitting a Call Setup
message, the endpoint populates a field, known as the fastStart element, with H.245 messages. The called endpoint can accept FastConnect by selecting any fastStart element in the
Call Setup message, populate the necessary data fields (as specified in H.323), and return a
fastStart element in any H.225 message (for example, Call Proceeding, Alerting, Connect)
to the caller. The called endpoint can also reject FastConnect and fall back to the traditional
slow start procedures shown in Figure 2-7 by either explicitly indicating so (using a flag),
initiating any H.245 communications, or providing an H.245 address for the purposes of initiating H.245 communications.
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H.323 Gateway
PSTN

H.323 Gateway
IP

V
1.1.1.1

H.225 Call Setup with H.245
Information Contained in fastStart
element(s)

1.1.1.2

PSTN

V

H.225 Setup (with fastStart element + Open Logical Channel)
H.225 Call Proceeding
H.225 Alerting
H.225 Connect (with fastStart element + Open Logical Channel)

Any of these response messages may
“accept” FastConnect by including the
fastStart element(s) and populating
the necessary data fields.

RTP/RTCP Media Stream

Figure 2-8

H.323 FastConnect Call Setup
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Exam Preparation Tasks
As mentioned in the section “How to Use This Book” in the Introduction, you have a couple
of choices for exam preparation: Chapter 11, “Final Preparation,” and the exam simulation
questions in the Pearson Test Prep software online.

Review All Key Topics
Review the most important topics in the chapter, noted with the key topics icon in the outer
margin of the page. Table 2-9 lists these key topics and the page number on which each is
found.
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2

Complete Tables and Lists from Memory
Print a copy of Appendix C, “Memory Tables” (found on the companion website), or at least
the section for this chapter, and complete the tables and lists from memory. Appendix D,
“Memory Tables Answer Key” (also on the companion website), includes completed tables
and lists to check your work.

Define Key Terms
Define the following key terms from this chapter and check your answers in the glossary:
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), Session Description Protocol (SDP), user agent client
(UAC), user agent server (UAS), back-to-back user agent (B2BUA), H.323, H.225, H.245
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Index
Numerics
18x provisional responses, 478–481

A
AAR (automated alternate routing),
135, 306–307
group configuration, 308–309
settings on a line, 307–308
access lists, SNR (Single Number
Reach), 331–332
ad hoc conferencing, 4, 277
advanced call routing
debug analysis, 428–433
dial peer provisioning policy routing,
419–421
DPGs (dial peer groups), 417–418
DPGs versus DPPs, 421
ILS (Intercluster Lookup Service),
421–424
next-hop availability through SIP
OPTIONS, 424–426
source-based routing with DPGs,
418–419
alerting name, 135
alphanumeric URI dialing, 130–131,
184–188. See also URI dialing
directory URIs configured on a line,
186–187
route strings, 186
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SIP route pattern configuration,
187–188
analog-to-digital conversion
compression, 77
DSPs (digital signal processors), 78
encoding, 77
quantization, 77
sampling, 76
annunciator, 269
APP packets, 93
application protocol binding, 436–441
asymmetric payload command, 538
attributes, SDP (Session Description
Protocol), 49
audio codec preference lists, 295–296
audio forced command, 538
auto pickup, 293
auto-registration of SIP IP phones,
570–579
debugging, 572–577
verification, 578–579

B
B2BUA (back-to-back user agents), 35
inbound and outbound call legs,
390–391
bad network response routing,
435–437
in-band DTMF relay, 96
NTEs (named telephony events), 96–99
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packets, 96–97
payload, 97–98
and SDP, 99
raw in-band tones, 100–101
bidirectional communication, 433–435
binding commands, 438
blocking calls with translation rules,
446–447
BYE packets, 92–93

C
CAC (call admission control), 299–300.
See also ELCAC (enhanced location
call admission control)
call flow, 389
call legs, 389, 390
B2BUA operation, 390–391
configuration commands, 393
inbound
matching using incoming callednumber commands, 398–399
matching using incoming URIs,
399–402
call park, 287–288
configuration, 288
directed, 290–291
service parameters, 288–290
Unified CME, 592–597
call pickup, 291–292
auto, 293
directed, 291
group, 291
other, 291
pickup group configuration, 292–293
call routing, SDL trace files, 207–215
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called party transformation patterns,
168. See also transformation
patterns
calling party transformation patterns,
168–170. See also transformation
patterns
calling search spaces, 156–162,
170–172
calls. See also codecs; conferencing;
dial plans; pattern matching
AAR (automated alternate routing),
306–307
group configuration, 308–309
settings on a line, 307–308
alerting name, 135
blocking with translation rules,
446–447
display name, 135
external phone number masks, 135
H.323, 68–69
outbound, 229
placing on hold, 481–489
shared line appearance, 134
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol),
45–48
Cisco Expressway, 229
Cisco Instant Messaging and Presence
(IM&P), 229
Cisco UC (Unified Collaboration), 2
components, 4–7
class e164-pattern-map load command,
411
closest-match routing, 128–129
clusters, 229
GDPR (Global Dial Plan Replication),
191–192
alternate number configuration
on a directory number,
194–198
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clusters

learned directory URIs, 192–193
numeric patterns, 193–194
ILS (Intercluster Lookup Service),
188–191, 421–424
leaf, 11
SME (Session Management Edition),
11–12
Unified CM, 11
CMM (Cisco Meeting Manager), 4
CMS (Cisco Meeting Server), 4, 229
configuring as conference resource in
Unified CM, 274–275
codec transparent command, 535–537
codecs
audio codec interworking, 525
dial peer codecs, 525–527
audio codec preference lists, 295–296
CAC (call admission control), 299–300
compression, 77
dial peer, 525–527
encoding, 77
filtering, 527–528
packetization period, 83–86
quantization, 77
regions, 293–295
interregion and intraregion
policies, 296–298
sampling, 76
transcoding, 269
voice class, 528–530
combining, transformations, 132–133
commands
asymmetric payload, 538
audio forced, 538
binding, 438
class e164-pattern-map load, 411
codec transparent, 535–537
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debug, 427
destination dpg, 417
destination e164-pattern map, 410
destination uri, 408–409
destination-pattern, 404–405
dial peer configuration, 393
dial-peer hunt, 403–404
dial-peer preference, 394
dtmf-relay, 543–544, 562
huntstop, 405–406
incoming called e164-pattern map, 410
incoming called-number, 395
max sessions, 531–532
midcall-signaling block, 517
midcall-signaling passthru media
change, 517
mode border-element, 391–392
more, 564
outbound dial peer, 406
session target, 404–405, 412–413
options, 407
session target dns, 407–408
show call active voice brief, 431–433
show cube status, 391–392
show dial-peer voice, 398, 406
show dial-peer voice summary, 398,
403–404
show ip address trusted list, 519–520,
601–602
show sip-ua status, 440
show voice class e164-pattern-map,
411
show voice register global, 563, 601
show voice register pool, 602
silent-discard untrusted, 518–519
voice class codec, 528–529
voice class dpg, 417
voice class tenant, 439
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configuration

voice class uri, 399, 400–402, 418, 420,
422
voice register global, 570
voice register pool, 562, 563
voice-class sip options-keepalive, 424
components
Cisco UC (Unified Collaboration), 4–7
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol),
34–35
compression, 77
Conference Now, 278–280
conferencing, 4, 268
ad hoc, 4, 277
CMS (Cisco Meeting Server), 274–275
Conference Now, 278–280
IOS-based, 272–273
Meet-Me, 277–278
MOH (music on hold), 280–281
audio source configuration,
284–286
IP Voice Media Streaming App
parameters, 281–282
server configuration, 282–284
parameters, 275–277
software conference bridge resources,
configuration, 271–272
configuration
call park, 287–288
directed, 290–291
service parameters, 288–290
codecs, regions, 298–299
conferencing
CMS (Cisco Meeting Server),
274–275
IOS-based, 272–273
Meet-Me, 277–278
MOH (music on hold), 280–281,
282–286
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parameters, 275–277
software conference bridge
resources, 271–272
Device Mobility, 371–382
ELCAC (enhanced location call
admission control), 301–306
Extension Mobility, 355, 356
inbound dial peer matching, 395
LBM groups, 301
locations, 305–306
LTI transcoders, 532–533
pickup groups, 292–293
SIP trunks
Accept Replaces Header setting,
249
Accept Unsolicited Notification
checkbox, 249–250
Call Routing Information
settings, 236–244
Device Information settings,
232–235
Incoming Port parameters, 249
incoming transport type, 248
Media Termination Point
Required field, 257–258
outgoing transport type, 248
Reject Anonymous Incoming
Calls setting, 252–253
Reject Anonymous Outgoiong
Calls setting, 253–254
Run on All Active Unified CM
Nodes setting, 258–260
security profiles, 247–248
Session Refresh Method setting,
252
SIP Information section,
244–247
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SIP Profile Information section,
250–251
SIP Rel1XX Options field,
251–252
SNR (Single Number Reach), 322–327
Unified CME, 557–560
hunt groups, 585–589
multicast paging, 589–592
virtual dial peers, 580–581
consult transfer, 500–504
country codes, 19–20
CSA (Collaboration Solutions
Analyzer), 220–223
CUBE (Cisco Unified Border Element),
6, 7, 193, 229, 387
application protocol binding, 436–441
call legs, 390
B2BUA operation, 390–391
configuration commands, 393
call routing debug analysis, 428–433
deployment scenarios, 13
dial peer 0, 397–398
dial peers, 392–393
aggregation and summarization
techniques, 415–416
destination-pattern command,
404–405
DNS SRV load balancing,
413–415
E.164 pattern maps, 410–412
filtering, 396–397
hunting logic and tiebreakers,
403–404
huntstop command, 405–406
session server groups, 412–413
session target commands,
404–405, 407–408
wildcards and regex, 395–396
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DTMF interworking, 543–545
firewall, 13
ILS (Intercluster Lookup Service),
421–424
inbound call legs
matching using incoming callednumber commands, 398–399
matching using incoming URIs,
399–402
inbound dial peer matching
configuration based on called
number, 395
selection preference, 394
inbound dial peers, 393–394
Layer 3 operation, 12
media interworking, 524–525
codec filtering, 527–528
codec transparent command,
535–537
dial peer codecs, 525–527
LTI transcoder, 531–535
media flow-through versus
media flow-around, 539–541
MOH, 541–543
troubleshooting, 545–548
video interworking and
suppression, 537–539
voice class codecs, 528–530
mid-call signaling, 481
call transfer, 489
consult transfer, 500–504
hold/resume, 481–489
INVITE transfer, 495–499
managing, 515–518
REFER transfer, 489–495
session refresh, 509–515
UPDATE interworking, 505–508
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dial peers

next-hop availability through SIP
OPTIONS, 424–426
outbound dial peer matching,
399–402
commands, 406
selection preference, 403
using URIs, 408–409
platforms, 12
SIP authentication, 518
header-based, 524
SIP digest authentication,
523–524
SIP trunk registration, 520–523
toll fraud prevention, 518–520
SIP-SIP interworking, 471
early offer and delayed offer
interworking, 471–472
reliable handling and
interworking of provisional
responses, 472–477
ringback and provisional
response interworking,
477–481
translation rules and profiles, 442–443
verifying and troubleshooting IOS call
routing, 426
debug command, 427
versions, 392
CUC (Cisco Unity Connection), 4, 229
CVD (Cisco Validated Design), 16–17

D
debug commands, 427
and call routing, 428–433
delayed offer, 254–255
and early offer interworking, 471–472
designing, dial plans, 14–17
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Desk Pickup, 322
destination dpg command, 417
destination e164-pattern map
command, 410
destination uri command, 408–409
destination-pattern command,
404–405
Device Mobility
configuration, 371–382
troubleshooting, 382–383
dial peer 0, 397–398
dial peer codecs, 525–527
dial peers, 392–393
aggregation and summarization
techniques, 415–416
DNS SRV load balancing,
413–415
E.164 pattern maps, 410–412
session server groups, 412–413
destination-pattern command,
404–405
huntstop command, 405–406
inbound, 393–394
configuration based on called
number, 395
selection preference, 394
outbound, 399–402
commands, 406
hunting logic and tiebreakers,
403–404
matching using URIs, 408–409
selection preference, 403
session target command, 407
session target dns command, 407–408
virtual, 580, 581–582
configuration, 580–581
verification, 580
wildcards and regex, 395–396
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dial plans

dial plans, 14. See also E.164 standard;
NANP (North American Numbering
Plan); pattern matching; Unified CM
alphanumeric URI dialing, 184–188
directory URIs configured on a
line, 186–187
SIP route pattern configuration,
187–188
call routing, SDL trace files, 207–215
calling search spaces, 156–162
designing, 14–17
DID (Direct Inward Dialing) numbers,
15
digit manipulation, 441, 442
blocking calls with translation
rules, 446–447
troubleshooting voice
translation, 447–448
understanding match and modify
statements, 444–446
voice translation rules and
profiles, 442–443
E.164 standard, 18–20
country codes, 19–20
GDPR (Global Dial Plan Replication),
191–192
alternate number configuration
on a directory number,
194–198
learned directory URIs, 192–193
numeric patterns, 193–194
globalized, 21–22
abbreviated dialing between
locations, 23
abbreviated dialing within the
location, 23
emergency calling, 25
forced on-net calling, 23
inbound PSTN calls, 24
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on-net calling between IP
phones, 22
outbound PSTN calls, 23–24
PSTN dial plan redundancy, 24
URI dialing, 25
hunt lists, 152
hunt pilots, 152–154
intercluster dial plan replication, 188
ILS (Intercluster Lookup
Service), 188–191
line groups, 150–151
NANP (North American Numbering
Plan), 17–18
area code, 17
steering codes, 127–128
numbering plans, 16
overlapping patterns, 16
partitions, 155–162
pattern configurations
alerting name, 135
directory numbers, 134–136
display name, 135
pattern matching, 125–126
alphanumeric URI dialing,
130–131
closest-match routing, 128–129
digit-by-digit versus enbloc
calling, 129–130
numeric, 126–128
PSTN numbers, 15
redundancy, 16
route groups, 146–148
local, 148–149
route lists, 143–146
details configuration, 145–146
service parameters, 144–145
route patterns, 136, 137–138
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dtmf-relay command

parameters, 138–142
and transformations, 142–143
site codes, 15
steering codes, 15
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
time of day routing, 162–164
transformation patterns, 168–177
calling search spaces, 170–172
transformations, 131
combining, 132–133
digit discard instructions, 131
prefix digits, 132
transform masks, 131–132
translation patterns, 164–168
troubleshooting, 428
troubleshooting tools
CSA (Collaboration Solutions
Analyzer), 220–223
DNA (Dialed Number Analyzer),
198–204
RTMT (Real-Time Monitoring
Tool), 204–207
SDL trace files, 207–215
TranslatorX, 215–220
dial-peer hunt command, 403–404
dial-peer preference command, 394
DID (Direct Inward Dialing)
number, 14
digit analysis, 128–130
SDL trace files, 207–215
TranslatorX, 215–220
digit discard instructions, 131
digit manipulation, 441, 442
blocking calls with translation rules,
446–447
troubleshooting voice translation,
447–448
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understanding match and modify
statements, 444–446
voice translation rules and profiles,
442–443
digital-to-analog conversion, 78
directed call park, 290–291
directed call pickup, 291
directory numbers, 134–136
shared line appearance, 134
display name, 135
DNA (Dialed Number Analyzer),
198–204
Analysis menu, 199
phone analysis results, 201–204
DNS SRV load balancing,
413–415
DPGs (dial peer groups),
417–418
versus DPPs, 421
source-based routing, 418–419
DPP (dial peer provision policy),
419–421
versus DPGs, 421
DSPs (digital signal processors), 78
DTMF (dual-tone multifrequency), 9,
94
4x4 grid, 94
DTMF relay, 93, 94–95, 116, 543–545
in-band, 96
NTEs, 96–99
raw in-band tones, 100–101
out-of-band, 101
H.245, 116
SIP NOTIFY method, 114–116
variants, 95–96
dtmf-relay command, 543–544, 562
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E.164 standard

E
E.164 standard, 18–20. See also NANP
(North American Numbering Plan)
country codes, 19–20
pattern configurations
alerting name, 135
directory numbers, 134–136
display name, 135
pattern maps, 410–412
pattern matching, 126
alphanumeric URI dialing,
130–131
closest-match routing, 128–129
digit-by-digit versus enbloc
calling, 129–130
numeric, 127–128
wildcards, 126–127
route groups, 146–148
local, 148–149
route lists, 143–146
details configuration, 145–146
service parameters, 144–145
route patterns, 137–138
parameters, 138–142
and transformations, 142–143
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
transformation patterns,
182–183
translation patterns, 180–181
transformation patterns, 168–177
transformations
combining, 132–133
digit discard instructions, 131
prefix digits, 132
transform masks, 131–132
translation patterns, 164–168
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early offer, 254–255
and delayed offer interworking,
471–472
ELCAC (enhanced location call
admission control), 299–300
configuration, 301–306
LBM (Location Bandwidth Manager)
service, 300
LBM groups, 300–301
configuration, 301
topology, 300–301
topology, 303–305
troubleshooting, 309–313
enbloc calling, 129–130
encoding, 77
endpoints, 6
Enterprise Feature Access Codes, 322
Extension Mobility, 355, 362
configuration, 355
creating a custom phone service,
355–356
creating a new user, 355
device profile configuration, 357–359
EMApp phone display messages,
370–371
logging in to the phone, 359–362
phone service configuration, 356
service error codes, 369
service parameters, 362–363
troubleshooting, 363–368, 369–371
external phone number masks, 135

F
features, Unified CM, 9–10
final preparation
customizing your exams, 608–609
getting ready, 606–607
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suggested plan for final review/study,
610
tools, 607–608
updating your exams, 609
firewalls, CUBE (Cisco Unified Border
Element), 13

G
GDPR (Global Dial Plan Replication),
191–192
alternate number configuration on a
directory number, 194–198
learned directory URIs, 192–193
numeric patterns, 193–194
globalized dial plans, 21–22. See also
E.164 standard; NANP (North
American Numbering Plan)
abbreviated dialing
between locations, 23
within the location, 23
emergency calling, 25
forced on-net calling, 23
inbound PSTN calls, 24
on-net calling between IP phones, 22
outbound PSTN calls, 23–24
PSTN dial plan redundancy, 24
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
transformation patterns,
182–183
translation patterns, 180–181
URI dialing, 25
group call pickup, 291

H
H.245, 116
H.323, 9, 67
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call flow, 68–69
gatekeepers, 67
gateways, 67
multiple control units, 67
terminals, 67
Handley, M., 32
header fields
RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol),
79–80
CSRC, 82
PT (Payload Type), 80–81
sequence number, 81–82
SSRC, 82
Timestamp, 82
SIP, 448–449
requests, 37, 38–41
header manipulation, 442
header-based authentication, 524
held calls, 481–489
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol),
31, 32
hunt groups, Unified CME, 585–589
hunt lists, 152
hunt pilots, 152–154
huntstop command, 405–406

I
ILS (Intercluster Lookup Service),
188–191, 421–424
inbound call legs, 391
matching using incoming callednumber commands, 398–399
matching using incoming URIs,
399–402
inbound dial peer matching. See also
dial peers
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configuration based on called number,
395
dial peer 0, 397–398
selection preference, 394
inbound dial peers, 393–394
inbound profiles, SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol), 457–459
incoming called e164-pattern map
command, 410
incoming called-number command, 395
Intelligent Session Control, 333–334
INVITE transfer, 495–500
versus REFER transfer, 504–505
IOS dial peers, 392–393
wildcards and regex, 395–396
IOS gateways, Unified SRST
implementation, 600–601
IOS-based conferencing, configuration,
272–273
IP phone registration
automatic, 570–579
debugging, 572–577
verification, 578–579
manual, 560–570
troubleshooting, 566–569
verification, 569–570
IP Voice Media Streaming App, 269
MOH configuration, 281–282
ITU (International Telecommunication
Union), 16–17
IVR (interactive voice response), 268
Conference Now, 279–280

J-K
KPML (Key Press Markup Language),
103
subscribe/notify framework, 104–105,
108–109
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continuous subscription,
106–108
KPML reports, 109–110
one-shot subscription, 106
refreshing subscriptions,
104–105
SIP KPML, 110–113
XML documents, 106, 108
Kron policies, 411–412

L
LBM (Location Bandwidth Manager)
service, 300, 302
LBM groups, 300–301
configuration, 301
topology, 300–301
leaf clusters, 11
line groups, 150–151
links, 302
local route groups, 148–149
location servers, 35
locations, 302
configuration, 305–306
LTI transcoders, 531–535

M
managing, mid-call signaling, 515–518
manual IP phone registration, 560–570
match statements, 444–446
max sessions command, 531–532
media flow-around, 539–541
media resources, 269
categories, 268–269
conferencing, 269–270
ad hoc, 277
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NANP (North American Numbering Plan)

CMS (Cisco Meeting Server),
274–275
Conference Now, 278–280
IOS-based, 272–273
MOH (music on hold), 280–281,
282–286
software conference bridge
resource configuration,
271–272
MRGLs (media resource group lists),
287
MRGs (media resource groups),
286–287
Meet-Me conferencing, 277–278
messages
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 33
requests, 35–36
responses, 36
SIP Options, 255–257
mid-call signaling
call transfer, 489
consult transfer, 500–504
hold/resume, 481–489
INVITE transfer, 495–500
managing, 515–518
REFER transfer, 489–495
session refresh, 509–515
UPDATE interworking, 505–508
midcall-signaling block command, 517
midcall-signaling passthru media
change command, 517
mode border-element command,
391–392
modify statements, 444–446
MOH (music on hold), 269, 280–281,
487–489, 541–543
audio source configuration, 284–286
IP Voice Media Streaming App
parameters, 281–282
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multicast, 541–543
server configuration, 282–284
unicast, 541–543
more command, 564
Move to Mobile, 345
configuring the softkey layout,
346–347
copying the standard user template,
345–346
troubleshooting, 348–354
MRA (Mobile and Remote Access), 6, 7
MRGLs (media resource group lists),
287
MRGs (media resource groups),
286–287
MTPs (media termination points), 269
multicast MOH (music on hold),
541–543
multicast paging, configuration,
589–592

N
NANP (North American Numbering
Plan), 17–18
area code, 17
pattern configurations
alerting name, 135
directory numbers, 134–136
display name, 135
pattern matching
alphanumeric URI dialing,
130–131
closest-match routing, 128–129
digit-by-digit versus enbloc
calling, 129–130
numeric matching, 127–128
wildcards, 126–127
phone numbers, 17
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NANP (North American Numbering Plan)

route groups, 146–148
local, 148–149
route lists, 143–146
details configuration, 145–146
service parameters, 144–145
route patterns, 137–138
parameters, 138–142
and transformations, 142–143
steering codes, 127–128
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
transformation patterns,
182–183
translation patterns, 180–181
transformations
combining, 132–133
digit discard instructions, 131
prefix digits, 132
transform masks, 131–132
translation patterns, 164–168
next-hop availability through SIP
OPTIONS, 424–426
NPA (numbering plan area) codes, 17
NTEs (named telephony events), 96–99
packets, 96–97
payload, 97–98
and SDP, 99
numeric matching, 126, 127–128
wildcards, 126–127
NXX (central office exchange) codes,
17
Nyquist’s theorem, 76

O
offer/answer framework
adding a media stream, 62–65
answers, 56–58
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direction attribute, 55–56
generating the SDP offer/answer,
52–58
media lines, 53–54
payload numbers, 54–55
modifying a session, 59–62
modifying the address, port, transport
or media format, 66
removing a media stream, 66
other call pickup, 291
outbound call legs, 391
outbound dial peer matching,
399–402. See also dial peers
commands, 406
selection preference, 403
using URIs, 408–409
outbound profiles, SIP (Session
Initiation Protocol), 454–457
out-of-band DTMF relay, 101
H.245, 116
KPML (Key Press Markup Language),
103
SIP NOTIFY method, 114–116
subscribe/notify framework,
104–113
SIP INFO method, 102–103

P
packetization period, 83–86
transrating, 84
partitions, 155–162, 169
time schedules, 162
paths, 302
pattern configurations
alerting name, 135
directory numbers, 134–136
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RFC 2543

pattern matching, 125–126
alphanumeric URI dialing, 130–131
closest-match routing, 128–129
digit-by-digit versus enbloc calling,
129–130
numeric, 126, 127–128
wildcards, 126–127
payload, NTEs (named telephony
events), 97–98
PCAPs (packet captures), 546
PCD (Cisco Prime Collaboration
Deployment), 6
PCP (Prime Collaboration
Provisioning), 6
phone numbers, 17
area code, 17
E.164 standard, 18–20
country codes, 19–20
NANP (North American Numbering
Plan), 17
pickup groups, 291–292
configuration, 292–293
placing calls on hold, 481–489
platforms, CUBE (Cisco Unified Border
Element), 12
POTS dial peers, 392–393
PRACK (provisional response
acknowledgement), 472–477
preference command, 419
prefix digits, 132
profiles
RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol),
80–81
SIP trunk security, 247–248
voice translation rules and, 442–443
PSTN
access codes, 15
dial plan redundancy, 24
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Q-R
Q.850 cause codes, 446
quantization, 77
raw in-band tones, 100–101
RDPs (remote destination profiles),
creating, 328
real-time media, 75. See also RTCP
(Real-Time Transport Control
Protocol); RTP (Real-Time Transport
Protocol)
analog-to-digital conversion
compression, 77
DSPs, 78
encoding, 77
quantization, 77
sampling, 76
digital-to-analog conversion, 78
DTMF relay, 93
in-band, 96
out-of-band, 101–113
variants, 95–96
receiver reports, 89–91
redirect servers, 34
redundancy
dial plans, 16
PSTN numbers, 24
REFER transfer, 489–495
versus INVITE transfer, 504–505
regex characters, and IOS dial peers,
395–396
regions, 293–295
configuration, 298–299
policies, 296–298
registrar servers, 34
resuming held calls, 484–489
RFC 2543, 32
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RFC 3261

RFC 3261, 448
RFC 3550, 78, 83
RFC 4571, 83
RFC 5761, 93
ringback
from an IP phone, 478–479
from special provider equipment,
477–478
RNA Reversion Timeout, 151
Rosenberg, J., 32
route groups, 146–148
local, 148–149
route lists, 143–146
details configuration, 145–146
service parameters, 144–145
route patterns, 136, 137–138
parameters, 138–142
and transformations, 142–143
route strings, 186
RTCP (Real-Time Transport Control
Protocol), 9, 86
APP packets, 93
BYE packets, 92–93
functions, 86–87
header fields, 88
receiver reports, 89–91
SDES (Source Description) packets, 91
item format, 91–92
sender reports, 88–89
RTMT (Real-Time Monitoring Tool), 10,
204–207
call view, 205–206
Trace & Log Central tool, 206–207
RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol), 9,
78–79
header fields, 79–80
CSRC, 82
PT (Payload Type), 80–81
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sequence number, 81–82
SSRC, 82
Timestamp, 82
over TCP, 83
packetization periods, 83–86
profiles, 80–81
sessions, 78–79
transrating, 84
and UDP, 83

S
sampling, 76
SBC (session border controller), 13
Schooler, E., 32
Schulzrinne, H., 32
SDES (Source Description) packets, 91
item format, 91–92
SDL trace files, 207–215
SDP (Session Description Protocol), 9,
48. See also SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol)
attributes, 49
bodies, 49
fields and attributes, 50
media description section, 49, 51
session-level section, 50, 51
formatting, 48
NTEs (named telephony events), 99
offer/answer framework, 52
adding a media stream, 62–65
answers, 56–58
direction attribute, 55–56
generating the SDP offer/answer,
52–58
media lines, 53–54
modifying a session, 59–62
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SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)

modifying the address, port,
transport or media format, 66
payload numbers, 54–55
removing a media stream, 66
session description, 49
timing field, 49
security
firewalls, CUBE (Cisco Unified Border
Element), 13
Unified CM, 10
sender reports, 88–89
session server groups, 412–413
session target commands, 404–405,
412–413
options, 407
session target dns command, 407–408
shared line appearance, 134
show call active voice brief command,
431–433
show cube status command, 391–392
show dial-peer voice command, 398,
406
show dial-peer voice summary
command, 398, 403–404
show ip address trusted list command,
519–520, 601–602
show sip-ua status command, 440
show voice class e164-pattern-map
command, 411
show voice register global command,
563, 601
show voice register pool command,
602
silent-discard untrusted command,
518–519
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 9,
31. See also CUBE (Cisco Unified
Border Element); SIP trunks
18x provisional responses, 478–481
application protocol binding, 436–441
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B2BUA (back-to-back user agents), 35
calls, 45–48
dialog, 32
header fields, 448–449
header-based authentication, 524
KPML (Key Press Markup Language),
103
subscribe/notify framework,
104–113
location server, 35
messages, 33
normalization, 450–451
out-of-band DTMF relay, 102–103
unsolicited NOTIFY, 114–116
out-of-dialing SIP OPTIONS messages,
424–426
profiles
common, 461–464
configuration, 451–454
copylist, 460–461
inbound, 457–459
outbound, 454–457
troubleshooting, 464–465
proxy, 34
redirect server, 34
registrar server, 34
requests, 35–36
header fields, 37, 38–41
INVITE, 37
PRACK, 472–477
UPDATE, 505–508
responses, 36, 41–44
failure, 44
progress, 44
redirect, 44–45
success, 44, 45
stateful proxies, 34
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SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)

stateless proxies, 34
transactions, 32–33
transport protocol, 33
UAC (user agent client), 32
UAS (user agent server), 32
URI (uniform resource identifier), 33
user agents, 34
SIP Options ping, 255–257
SIP trunks, 226–227
configuration
Accept Replaces Header setting,
249
Accept Unsolicited Notification
checkbox, 249–250
Call Routing Information
settings, 236–244
Device Information settings,
232–235
Incoming Port parameters, 249
incoming transport type, 248
Media Termination Point
Required field, 257–258
outgoing transport type, 248
Reject Anonymous Incoming
Calls setting, 252–253
Reject Anonymous Outgoiong
Calls setting, 253–254
Run on All Active Unified CM
Nodes setting, 258–260
Session Refresh Method setting,
252
SIP Information section,
244–247
SIP Profile Information settings,
250–251
SIP Rel1XX Options field,
251–252
SIP Trunk Security Profiles,
247–248
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early offer, 254–255
inbound calls, 230–231
integrations, 229–230
resetting, 261–262
troubleshooting
CallManager SDL traces, 261
changing transport types, 261
OPTIONS ping, 261
PCAPs (packet captures),
260–261
Unified CME, 583–585
site codes, 15
small enterprises, dial plan, 21–22
SME (Session Management Edition)
cluster, 11–12
SNR (Single Number Reach)
access lists, 331–332
configuration, 322–327
inbound remote destination caller ID,
332–333
Intelligent Session Control, 333–334
Ring Schedule, 330
timers, 328–330
troubleshooting, 334–344
source-based routing, 418–419
SRST (Survivable Remote Site
Telephony), 6, 14
standard transcoders, 531
stateful proxies, 34
stateless proxies, 34
steering codes, 15, 127–128
subscriber numbers, 17

T
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
transformation patterns, 182–183
translation patterns, 180–181
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Unified CM

time of day routing, 162–164
timers, SNR (Single Number Reach),
328–330
TMS (Cisco Telepresence Management
Suite), 4
toll fraud prevention, 518–520
Touch Tone, 94
transcoding, 269
LTI, 531–535
transform masks, 131–132
transformation patterns, 131, 168–177
called party, 170–172
calling party, 168–170
transformations, 131
combining, 132–133
digit discard instructions, 131
prefix digits, 132
and route patterns, 142–143
transform masks, 131–132
translation patterns, 164–168
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 180–181
translation rules, 442–443, 446–447
TranslatorX, 215–220
transrating, 84
troubleshooting. See also
troubleshooting tools
call routing debug analysis, 428–433
CUBE media, 545–548
Device Mobility, 382–383
dial plans, 428
ELCAC (enhanced location call
admission control), 309–313
Extension Mobility, 363–368,
369–371
IP phone registration, 566–569
SIP profiles, 464–465
SIP trunks
CallManager SDL traces, 261
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changing transport types, 261
PCAPs (packet captures),
260–261
resetting the trunk, 261–262
voice translation, 447–448
troubleshooting tools
CSA (Collaboration Solutions
Analyzer), 220–223
DNA (Dialed Number Analyzer),
198–204
Analysis menu, 199
phone analysis results, 201–204
Move to Mobile, 348–354
RTMT (Real-Time Monitoring Tool),
204–207
call view, 205–206
Trace & Log Central tool,
206–207
SDL trace files, 207–215
for SIP trunks, OPTIONS ping, 261
SNR (Single Number Reach), 334–344
TranslatorX, 215–220

U
UCCX (Unified Contact Center
Express), 6
UCS (Cisco Unified Computing
System), 11
UDP (User Datagram Protocol), and
RTP, 83
unicast MOH (music on hold), 541–543
Unified CM, 7, 9. See also dial plans;
SIP trunks
AAR (automated alternate routing),
306–307
group configuration, 308–309
settings on a line, 307–308
alphanumeric URI dialing, 184–188
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Unified CM

directory URIs configured on a
line, 186–187
SIP route pattern configuration,
187–188
call park, 287–288
configuration, 288
directed, 290–291
service parameters, 288–290
call pickup, 291–292
pickup group configuration,
292–293
calling search spaces, 156–162
CDR Log Calls with Zero Duration
parameter, 213
clusters, 11
codecs
audio codec preference lists,
295–296
region configuration, 298–299
regions, 293–295
conferencing
CMS (Cisco Meeting Server),
274–275
Conference Now, 278–280
IOS-based, 272–273
Meet-Me, 277–278
MOH (music on hold), 280–286
parameters, 275–277
software conference bridge
resource configuration,
271–272
dial plans
abbreviated dialing between
locations, 23
abbreviated dialing within the
location, 23
E.164 standard, 18–20
emergency calling, 25
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forced on-net calling, 23
globalized, 21–22
inbound PSTN calls, 24
NANP, 17
on-net calling between IP
phones, 22
outbound PSTN calls, 23–24
PSTN dial plan redundancy, 24
URI dialing, 25
Digit Analysis Complexity parameter,
212
ELCAC (enhanced location call
admission control), 299–300
configuration, 301–306
LBM (Location Bandwidth
Manager) service, 300
LBM groups, 300–301
topology, 303–305
troubleshooting, 309–313
features, 9–10
GDPR (Global Dial Plan Replication),
191–192
alternate number configuration
on a directory number,
194–198
learned directory URIs, 192–193
numeric patterns, 193–194
hunt lists, 152
hunt pilots, 152–154
Intelligent Session Control, 333–334
call flow, 334
intercluster dial plan replication, 188
ILS (Intercluster Lookup
Service), 188–191
line groups, 150–151
locations, configuration, 305–306
mobility options, 10
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partitions, 155–162
pattern configurations
alerting name, 135
directory numbers, 134–136
display name, 135
pattern matching
alphanumeric URI dialing,
130–131
closest-match routing, 128–129
digit-by-digit versus enbloc
calling, 129–130
numeric, 127–128
wildcards, 126–127
regions, policies, 296–298
route groups, 146–148
local, 148–149
route lists, 143–146
details configuration, 145–146
service parameters, 144–145
route patterns, 136, 137–138
parameters, 138–142
and transformations, 142–143
security, 10
SIP Options ping, 255–257
SIP trunks
AAR Group setting, 233
Accept Replaces Header setting,
249
Accept Unsolicited Notification
checkbox, 249–250
call classification setting,
232–233
Call Routing Information
settings, 236
CallManager SDL traces, 261
Destination settings, 244–246
Device Information settings,
250–251
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early offer, 254–255
Inbound Calls setting, 236–240
Incoming Called Party settings,
239–243
Incoming Port parameters, 249
incoming transport type, 248
Media Termination Point
Required field, 257–258
Normalization Script settings,
247
OPTIONS ping, 261
Outbound Calls settings,
243–244
outgoing transport type, 248
PCAPs (packet captures),
260–261
Redirecting Diversion Header
Delivery - Outbound setting,
244
Reject Anonymous Incoming
Calls setting, 252–253
Reject Anonymous Outgoing
Calls setting, 253–254
Rerouting Calling Search Space
setting, 247
resetting, 261–262
Retry Video as Audio setting,
233–235
Run on All Active Unified CM
Nodes setting, 258–260
Session Refresh Method setting,
252
SIP Diversion header, 237–239
SIP Rel1XX Options field,
251–252
TEHO (tail-end hop off), 177–183
transformation patterns,
182–183
translation patterns, 180–181
time of day routing, 162–164
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Unified CM

transformation patterns, 168–177
transformations, 131
digit discard instructions, 131
prefix digits, 132
transform masks, 131–132
translation patterns, 164–168
troubleshooting tools
DNA (Dialed Number Analyzer),
198–204
RTMT (Real-Time Monitoring
Tool), 204–207
SDL trace files, 207–215
Unified SRST implementation,
598–599
Unified CME, 14, 552, 556
call coverage features, 585
call park, 592–597
hunt groups, 585–589
initial configuration, 557–560
IP phone registration
automatic, 570–579
manual, 560–570
troubleshooting, 566–569
verification, 569–570
multicast paging, 589–592
SIP trunks, 583–585
virtual dial peers, 580, 581–582
configuration, 580–581
verification, 580
Unified Mobility
Device Mobility
configuration, 371–382
troubleshooting, 382–383
Extension Mobility, 355, 362
configuration, 355
creating a custom phone service,
355–356
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creating a new user, 355
device profile configuration,
357–359
logging in to the phone, 359–362
phone service configuration, 356
service error codes, 369
service parameters, 362–363
troubleshooting, 363–368,
369–371
Move to Mobile, 345
configuring the softkey layout,
346–347
copying the standard user
template, 345–346
troubleshooting, 348–354
SNR (Single Number Reach), 320–322
access lists, 331–332
configuration, 322–327
inbound remote destination
caller ID, 332–333
Ring Schedule, 330
timers, 328–330
troubleshooting, 334–344
Unified SRST, 556–557, 597–598
IOS gateway implementation, 600–601
Unified CM implementation, 598–599
verifying failover, 601–604
universal transcoders, 531
unsolicited NOTIFY, 114–116
UPDATE requests, 505–508
URI (uniform resource identifier), 33
URI dialing, 25
alphanumeric, 130–131, 184–188
directory URIs configured on a
line, 186–187
SIP route pattern configuration,
187–188
GDPR (Global Dial Plan Replication),
191–192
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XML, KPML subscribe/notify framework

advertised pattern configuration,
197–198
alternate number configuration
on a directory number,
194–197
learned directory URIs, 192–193
numeric patterns, 193–194
intercluster dial plan replication, 188
ILS (Intercluster Lookup
Service), 188–191
route strings, 186
URI manipulation, 442
user agents, 34

V
virtual dial peers, 580, 581–582
configuration, 580–581
verification, 580
voice class codec command, 528–529
voice class codecs, 528–530
voice class dpg command, 417
voice class tenant commands, 439
voice class uri commands, 399, 400–
402, 418, 420, 422
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voice register global command, 570
voice register pool command, 562, 563
voice translation
rules and profiles, 442–443
troubleshooting, 447–448
voice-class sip options-keepalive
command, 424
VoIP (voice over IP), 9. See also RTP
(Real-Time Transport Protocol)
dial peers, 392–393
real-time media, 75

W
weights, 302
wildcards
alphanumeric URI dialing, 130–131
numeric matching, 126–127
Wireshark, determining packetization
period, 85–86

X-Y-Z
XML, KPML subscribe/notify
framework, 106, 108
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